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Election Reform in China: Its Context, Recent Developments, and Future

1.

Introduction

The 4th Plenum of the 16th National Assembly of the Communist Party of China (CPC)
adopted in 2004 the Decision of the Central Committee of the CPC on Strengthening the
CPC’s Governance Capacity (“the Decision”). The Decision points out that strengthening the
CPC’s governance capacity is an important strategic issue relating to the future of the
People’s Republic of China (“the PRC”), the survival of the CPC, and the long-term
administration and stability of the State1. The Decision has summarised six essential lessons
from the fifty five years of governance by the CPC, of which one is the insistence on scientific,
democratic and lawful governance and continuing improvement of the CPC’s leadership and
governance style2. This is held to be an important guiding principle to be followed and an
objective to be achieved in the CPC’s governance. The Decision also ranks the ability to
develop socialist democratic politics as one of the five main tasks for the CPC, and notes that
the fundamental requirement of democratic politics is the combined insistence on the CPC’s
leadership, democracy, and rule of law3. The development of socialist democratic politics
depends essentially on the establishment of a democratic system through the introduction
and operation of various proper mechanisms, norms and procedures. 4 Rule of law is
regarded as the fundamental principle and objective of democratic politics while the reform
and improvement of the CPC’s leadership will, as the Decision states, contribute to the
development of democracy and rule of law in China 5. On 19 October 2005, the Chinese
Government issued for the first time a white paper entitled “Building of Political Democracy in
China” (White Paper). These documents demonstrate the attention paid by the CPC to the
development of a democratic political system. Before the opening of the 4th Plenum of the
16th National Assembly of the CPC, Hu An-gang, together with two other scholars, had
already expressed the view that it was time for China to move from concentrating on
economic development to concentrating on the development of various democratic systems.
In their view, China had its first transformation from the old system of planned economy to a
market economy in 1978 and was now ready for the second transformation from economic
development to the development of various democratic systems6. Professor Zhou Tian-yong
also opines that China’s political system has come to the stage that it has to be reformed.
The only issues are what to be reformed, how to reform it, and to what extent it should be
reformed?7 It is therefore clear that both the CPC and some Chinese scholars have realised
not only that it is necessary for China to reform its political system so as to establish a
democratic political system, but that this is an appropriate time to do so.

1

See “the Decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on Strengthening the Governing
Capacity of the Chinese Communist Party” (Zhonggong Zhongyang Guanyu Jiaqiang Dang de Zhizheng Nengli
Jianshe de Jueding) (“the Decision”)， at: http://www.china.org.cn/chinese/2004/Sep/668376.htm; see also Zeng
Qing-hong, “Jiaqiang Dang De Zhizheng Nengli Jianshe de Ganglingxing Wenxian” (Document on Strengthening
the Governing Capacity of the CPC), People’s Daily, 8 October 2004; quoted from Yu Yun-yao and Li Jun-ru
(eds.), “Jiaqiang Dang de Zhizheng Nengli Jianshe Zhuanti Jianggao” (Speeches on the Theme of Strengthening
st
the Governing Capacity of the CPC), 1 ed., Zhongyang Dangxiao Press, Beijing, 2004. Zeng Qing-hong is
currently a member of the Standing Committee of the Central Committee of the CPC, and the Secretary in charge
of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the CPC, President of the School of the Central Committee of the
CPC, and Vice-President of the PRC.
2
Ibid.
3
See the Decision; see also Zeng Qing-hong, n. 1, p. 12.
4
See the Decision; see also Zeng Qing-hong, n. 1, p. 11.
5
See the Decision; see also Zeng Qing-hong, n. 1, p. 12.
6
See Hu An-gang, Wang Shao-guang and Zhou Jian-ming (eds.), “Di Er Ci Zhuanxing Guojia Zhidu Jianshe”
(The Second Transformation: the Establishment of National Systems), Qinghua University Press, Beijing, 2003.
7
See Zhou Tian-yong, “Quanmian Jianshe Xiaokang Shehui Yanjiu Baogao Ji: Zhongguo Zhengzhi Tizhi Gaige”
(Collection of Research Reports on Comprehensive Establishment of a Modestly Rich Society: China’s Political
System Reform), Zhongguo Shuili Shuidian Press, Beijing, 2004, p. 1.
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Against this macro political background, this paper will study the electoral system, one of the
essential elements of a democratic political system. China’s electoral system is composed of
three elements: (i) the electoral system of grassroots autonomous organisations such as
village residents’ committees; (ii) the electoral system of the people’s congresses at all levels;
and (iii) the electoral system of officials of governmental organs at all levels. Many Chinese
and foreign scholars have conducted extensive and in-depth research on the electoral
systems of village residents’ committees and township heads. Some scholars are of the view
that China’s reform of its village electoral system represents the future of its political system
reform, and the experimental reform of township head election will be the breakthrough point
for China’s political reform 8 . But an alternative view is that some experimental reform of
township head election is unconstitutional and therefore impossible to be promoted in China9.
What is then the future of China’s electoral system? This paper intends to examine and
analyse in detail the current status of China’s electoral system reform and to predict on that
basis the direction of its future development through discussion and analysis of the three
kinds of electoral systems mentioned above. The paper will use the same research
methodology to study the relevant legal norms, the CPC’s political considerations, and the
latest electoral practice. Part two of this paper will first discuss the electoral system of rural
grassroots autonomous organisations, i.e. village residents’ committees. Given that the
election of village residents’ committees has already had a history of twenty-odd years, and
also that there are many research monographs and papers on the election of village
residents’ committees, this paper will focus on the most recent developments in the election
of village residents’ committees and express a view on the future of rural electoral system.
Part three of this paper will discuss the electoral system of people’s congresses. According to
the 1979 Election Law of the PRC on the National People’s Congress (NPC) and All Local
People’s Congresses (“the Election Law”), the deputies to township and county people’s
congresses will be directly elected by voters while deputies to the people’s congresses above
county level will be indirectly elected by the deputies to the people’s congress at the next
level below. The author’s view is that if elections at township and county levels are successful,
then direct election can be further expanded gradually up to the NPC. Otherwise, it will be
meaningless to expand direct election. What should be done instead is to find and correct the
problems with elections at township and county levels before considering expansion of direct
election. Hence, the section on election practice in Part three of the paper will focus on
elections at township and county levels. Part four will examine the electoral system of officials
of governmental organs at various levels. As experimental reforms have been undertaken in
the election of township and county heads in the PRC, and indeed the reform of township
head elections has already had a history of seven years, we are able to analyse several
different models which have already appeared for elections at the lowest two levels.
Of the three kinds of electoral systems, that of grassroots autonomous organisations is
different in nature from the other two, which are about election of members and heads of
governmental organs and may affect the governing status of the CPC. As far as the electoral
system of village residents’ committees is concerned, both legislation and the policy of the
CPC expressly support their direct election. The author believes that the future of village
elections is bright even though there is still a long way to go before China can truly implement
democratic election of village residents’ committees. Some scholars researching the electoral
system of village residents’ committees hold the view that direct election at this level will
promote democratic development in China, including direct election of township heads10. But

8

See Li Fan, “Zhongguo Xuanju Zhidu Gaige” (Reform of China’s Electoral System), Shanghai Jiaotong
University Press, 2005, p. 3.
9
See Zha Qing-jiu, “Minzhu Buneng Chaoyue Falu” (Democracy Should not Exceed the Limit of Law), Legal
Daily, 19 January 1999.
10
For example, see Li Fan, “Chengfeng Erlai – Wo Suo Jingli de Buyunxiang Xiangzhang Zhixuan” (The Direct
Election of Township Head at Buyun Town which I Experienced), Northwest University Press, 2003, pp. 198-222.
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the author is of the view that direct election of village residents’ committees will not have a
direct impact on the reform of the other two electoral systems. This is because from a legal
perspective, a village residents’ committee, as an autonomous organisation, is not part of
government whereas the people’s congresses and governmental organs at various levels are
formal components within China’s constitutional structure. They are therefore different in
nature. Furthermore, statutory provisions regulating the election of village residents’
committees are fundamentally different from those regulating the election of deputies to the
people’s congresses and officials to governmental organs at various levels. Another more
important factor is that the CPC is quite determined to reform the election of village residents’
committees but its attitude is still uncertain towards the reform of the other two electoral
systems. As far as the electoral system of the people’s congresses is concerned, one view is
that China is ready to further expand direct election, from county level to municipal and
provincial levels11. But elections at the lowest two levels still have many problems. Though
competition has appeared in the election of deputies to local people’s congresses in some
places, as far as the whole country is concerned, election of deputies to local people’s
congresses in most parts of China still has the characteristics of traditional confirmative
election rather than true democratic election. Hence, the paper argues that at present the
conditions in China are not ready for expansion of direct election and it would be
meaningless to do so. As far as election of officials to local governmental organs is
concerned, the experimental reform which has already started with various local governments
with regard to direct election of township and county heads demonstrates its feasibility.
However, such experimental reform is in direct conflict with the people’s congress system
because in law township and county heads can only be elected by the corresponding
people’s congresses indirectly. The author is of the view that a more feasible approach is to
let a local people’s congress organise or establish the people’s government at the same level
by following practice in a parliamentary system and remove the necessity for the people’s
congress to elect officials to the people’s government at the same level through formal
nomination and voting process. The advantage in doing so is that such an approach is not
only consistent with the people’s congress system but also can make the people’s congress
system, which is in essence a parliamentary system, really operate at local levels in China.
After analysis of the three existing electoral systems in China, it is not difficult to see that
CPC organs at various levels influence either directly or indirectly the operation and the
results of the three electoral systems. Hence, Part five of this paper will discuss briefly
election reform within the CPC. The last part of this paper will further study the relationship
between the CPC and elections in China, the relationship among the three existing electoral
systems, and the future of the three electoral systems. The author takes the view that with
the promotion of the CPC and the support of legislation the electoral system of village
residents’ committees is developing in a healthy direction. The reform of the electoral
systems concerning local people’s congresses and officials to local people’s governments
has however an uncertain future due to the lack of support of the CPC and the application of
the principle of administration of officials (cadres) by the CPC. Their future mainly depends
on the CPC’s determination to reform them. Given that the 4th Plenum of the 16th National
Assembly of the CPC has already put on the agenda the establishment of various democratic
systems, and has made it clear that the current political system needs to be reformed, though
without specific reform proposals, the author remains cautiously optimistic about the future of
China’s electoral system reform.

11

See Jiao Hong-chang and Wang Yi-bai, “Gongmin dui Xuanju Gaige Qidai de Diaocha Fenxi” (Investigation
and Analysis of the Expectation of Citizens towards Election Reform”, in Cai Ding-jian (ed.), “Zhongguo Xuanju
Zhuangkuang de Baogao” (Report on Election Circumstances in China), Law Press, Beijing, 2002, pp. 270-280.
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2.

Electoral System of Village Residents’ Committees

The 1982 Constitution has defined both urban residents’ committees and rural village
residents’ committees as mass autonomous organisations12. Since both kinds of committees
are of the same legal nature and village residents’ committees have a longer history of direct
election, this paper will only discuss the electoral system of village residents’ committees.
2.1

Statutory Provisions for the Election of Village Residents’ Committees

Though the 1982 Constitution has provided that a village residents’ committee will be elected
by village residents, it does not specify whether or not the election should be direct or
indirect. Hence in fact, from the promulgation of the 1982 Constitution to the adoption of the
Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committees (Trial) in 1987 (“1987 Organic
Law”), China did not have any specific legislation governing the election of village residents’
committees. The enactment of the 1987 Organic Law set out for the first time statutory rules
governing election of village residents’ committees. Some local governments have also
issued corresponding local legislation 13 . From the perspective of legal norms, the 1987
Organic Law already had provisions on the nature, the legal status, rights and obligations of
a village residents’ committee, and defined the relationship between a village residents’
committee and a township government one in which the township government should only
provide guidance and coordination rather than one between a leader and the one to be led14.
In 1998, targeting the problems revealed in actual operation, the Standing Committee of the
NPC (NPCSC) made some fundamental amendments to the 1987 Organic Law, and
adopted the Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committee (“the 1998 Organic
Law”), which contains the following main amendments. Firstly, there is formal recognition of
“hai xuan” (mass nomination and mass election)15 through the statutory provision that “the
head, deputy head as well as members of village residents’ committee will be directly elected
by village residents. No organisation or individual shall designate, appoint or replace any
member of a village residents’ committee” 16 . Secondly, the status of a village CPC
organisation is clarified through the stipulation that “the CPC’s grassroots organisation in
rural areas, should operate according to the charter of the CPC, exercise its role of
leadership, support and guarantee, according to the Constitution and Laws, that village
residents organise autonomous activities and exercise directly their democratic rights”.
Thirdly, the relationship between a village residents’ committee and a township government
is further clarified by the requirement that a township government “should not interfere
unlawfully with the matters within the autonomous scope of a village residents’ committee”.

12

See Art. 111(1) of the 1982 Constitution, at:
http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/common/zw.jsp?id=334617&lmfl=%C8%CB%B4%F3%CE%C4%CF%D7&label=W
XZLK&pdmc=010602.
13
For example, the 16th Meeting of the 7th Standing Committee of Heilongjiang Provincial People’s Congress
adopted on 24 August 1990 “Heilongjiang Shishi Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Cunmin Weiyuanhui Zuzhifa
(shixing) Banfa” (Methods of Heilongjiang Province on Implementing the Organic Law of the PRC on Village
Residents’ Committees (Trial)).
14
See the 1987 Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committees (Trial), at:
http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/common/zw.jsp?id=4491&lmfl=%C8%CB%B4%F3%CE%C4%CF%D7&label=WXZ
LK&pdmc=010602.
15
In 1993, Lishu County in Jilin Province created a new means of election in which the right to nominate
candidates for a village residents’ committee was completely given to the villagers. Voters could nominate
candidates at will. Governmental organs at the next level above would not set any conditions or restrictions on
the candidates. As a result, all 336 village residents’ committees were elected through this new method, known
as “haixuan”.
16
See Art. 11(1) of the 1998 Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committees, at:
http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/common/zw.jsp?id=4716&lmfl=%C8%CB%B4%F3%CE%C4%CF%D7&label=WXZ
LK&pdmc=010602.
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Fourthly, it is clearly provided that “in electing the village residents’ committee, candidates
shall be nominated by residents of the village, and the number of candidates must be more
than the number of members to be elected”17. Fifthly, in order to make the election fair and
democratic, various amendments have been made to the election procedure, including early
publication of the list of village residents with the right to vote and to stand for election, the
organisation of elections by an election committee of the village residents’ committee, the
requirement that members of an election committee must be elected by either a residents’
meeting or each residents’ group18, and direct nomination rights of village residents. Sixthly,
there are more detailed provisions for democratic decision and supervision. For example, the
matters which must be discussed by residents’ meetings are set out and it is required that all
village matters must be made public.
In addition to national legislation, 31 provinces, municipalities directly under the State
Council, and autonomous regions have enacted local legislation to implement the 1998
Organic Law, regulating election of village residents’ committees in their respective
jurisdictions. Most of them have also enacted relevant methods on the election of village
residents’ committees19.
From the perspective of legal norms, the promulgation of the 1998 Organic Law and the
enactment of local legislation for its better implementation have further improved the
electoral system of village residents’ committees, and provided a channel for village
residents to participate in and elect democratically and competitively the head and members
of a village residents’ committee. The enactment of statutory norms has also removed from
the electoral system the possibility for a village CPC organisation or township government to
interfere with the election of a village residents’ committee. The addition of a series of
procedural requirements has also reduced the possibility of the occurrence of undemocratic
phenomena. Hence, at the level of legal norms, the 1998 Organic Law has brought forward
some clear messages, i.e. it intends to improve the electoral system so as to ensure that
village residents can directly exercise their democratic rights, residents can really govern
themselves autonomously, and that the village CPC organisation and township government
will not interfere with village’s autonomy.
2.2

Policy Analysis

From the perspective of the CPC’s policy, since the beginning of economic reform in 1978,
the CPC and the Central Government (the State Council) have adopted the policy of giving
village residents autonomy in running village affairs and promoted rural grassroots
democracy. In June 1981, in the process of summarising historical experiences and lessons,
the CPC explicitly put forward the policy that “it should gradually establish people’s direct
democracy in grassroots governmental organs and grassroots society” in its Resolution on
Several Historic Questions of the CPC since the Founding of the PRC 20 . After the
promulgation of the 1987 Organic Law, several different ministries and commissions of the
Central Government jointly held a series of meetings between 1990 and 1994 to discuss and
summarise experience of implementation for further improvement and development of selfgovernance by village residents. The lessons have been summarised as “four democratic
processes”, including democratic election, democratic decision-making, democratic

17

See Art. 14 of the 1998 Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committees.
See Art. 13 of the 1998 Organic Law of the PRC on Village Residents’ Committees.
19
See : http://www.chinavillage.org/dffg.htm .
20
See the website of the Ministry of Civil Affairs, “Nongcun Jiceng Minzhu Zhengzhi Jianshe Fazhan de Zhuyao
Jincheng” (The Main Progress of the Development of Democratic Politics in Countryside), downloaded from:
http://www.mca.gov.cn/artical/content/WCM_YWJS/20031224145024.htm.
18
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administration, and democratic supervision, and incorporated for the first time into the report
of the CPC at its 15th National Assembly held in October 1997.21 The 3rd Plenum of the 15th
National Assembly held in October 1998 spoke highly of self-governance by village residents,
and made it clear that the expansion of rural grassroots democracy and the implementation
of self-governance by village residents are great creations of the CPC, leading hundreds of
millions of peasants to develop socialist democratic politics with Chinese characteristics22.
On 14th July 2002, the General Office of the Central Committee of the CPC, together with the
General Office of the State Council, jointly issued the Notice on Further Improving the
Election for the Change of Term of Village Residents’ Committees, the first normative
document issued by the Central Committee of the CPC since it decided to promote selfgovernance by village residents23. Its promulgation demonstrates that the CPC pays close
attention to, accepts and supports democratic election of village residents’ committees, and
requires its local organisations to strengthen their leadership over and cooperation with local
people’s congresses and governments in the organisation of elections of village residents’
committees. Hence, the development of the electoral system of village residents’ committees
has already had the support of the CPC at policy level, and has gradually moved ahead
under the leadership of the CPC. The Decision adopted by the 4th Plenum of the 16th
National Assembly of the CPC also points out the necessity to expand grassroots democracy
for mass autonomous organisations (such as village residents’ committees), and to ensure
that people at grassroots level can exercise their democratic rights according to law 24 .
Chapter Six of the White Paper discusses specifically grassroots democracy in China. It has
pointed out that grassroots democracy in the countryside is an important issue in the
development of political democracy in China, and confirmed that village residents’ autonomy
through direct election of village residents’ committees is a means suitable to the specific
circumstances in rural China for the development of political democracy25.
Why has the CPC been so determined to carry out democratic elections in rural areas?
There could be several reasons. The first reason is that in nature a village residents’
committee is a self-governance organisation and its election has nothing to do with state
power, and therefore won’t affect the governing status of the CPC. The second is that there
are nine hundred million peasants in China, and proper handling of rural issues directly
contributes to the stability of the society. The CPC is of the view that “the four democratic
processes” may be effective measures to solve long-existing problems in rural areas. The
third is that a village residents’ committee does not control any governmental resources. If
democratic election in rural areas fail, the CPC has nothing to lose. But if it succeeds, the
CPC has won a lot by resolving many long-term problems in rural areas and achieving
stability in rural areas.
2.3

Analysis of Election Practice

It can be seen from above analysis that the electoral system of village residents’ committees
has not only the full support of the CPC at policy level, but also sufficient protection from a
legal perspective. What of the actual elections of village residents’ committees? Since many

21
See Part six of the Working Report of the 15th National Assembly of the CPC: “Gaoju Dengxiaoping Lilun
Weida Qizhi, Ba Jianshe you Zhongguo Tese Shehuizhuyi Shiye Quanmian Tuixiang ershiyi shiji” (Holding on to
Dengxiaoping Theory and Pushing Forward Comprehensively the Establishment of Socialism with Chinese
Characteristics into the 21st Century).
22
See n. 20.
23
See the website of Ministry of Civil Affairs, “Cunji Minzhu Xuanju” (Democratic Election at Village Level),
downloaded from: http://www.mca.gov.cn/artical/content/CMZZ_SY/2003122991609.htm.
24
See Part five of the Decision.
25
See para. 3 of Chapter six of the White Paper.
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research monographs and papers have already studied election practice of village residents’
committees before 200526, this paper will focus on the most recent election practice since
the enactment of the 1998 Organic Law, i.e. the 2005 election practice. But before that, it is
worthwhile to mention briefly two landmark events in the history of village residents’
committee elections. Firstly, in 1980, two years before the enactment of the 1982
Constitution, election of a village residents’ committee first appeared in China. Village
residents initiated the election of residents’ committees themselves in Guozuo Village,
Pingnan Town, Yizhou City, as well as in some villages in Yishan and Luocheng Counties,
Guangxi Autonomous Region. After their establishment, these village residents’ committees
started to handle village matters democratically, solved some common village problems, and
achieved good results in village governance27. The elections were held upon the initiation of
village residents without any statutory support and were therefore pioneering.
Secondly, a new method was used by Lishu County in Jilin Province in 1993, in which the
right to nominate candidates for a village residents’ committee was given altogether to village
residents who could nominate any candidates according to their own wishes. The township
governments at the next level above did not set any guidelines or restrictions on candidates.
This method is called “haixuan”. The village residents’ committees in all 336 villages in Lishu
County were elected through this method 28 . The importance of the adoption of this new
method is that though the 1987 Organic Law was already in existence, the Law did not
stipulate that the election should be direct. The actual practice at the time was that the CPC
Committee at the next level above (township level) chose the candidates and the election
would be held to confirm these candidates. “Haixuan” changed the election of a village
residents’ committee into direct election and in that sense is also pioneering.
According to the Ministry of Civil Affairs, 2005 is a year in which elections for a new term of
village residents’ committees need to be held in many provinces in China. By the end of
June 2005, elections had already been held in nine provinces and elections were in progress
in seven other provinces. Elections will be held in the second half of the year in five other
provinces29. In a conference recently organised by the Ministry of Civil Affairs to analyse the
village election situation, attendees noted three characteristics of village elections in recent
years. Firstly, village elections have become more democratic, formal, and systematic, and
the ability of the CPC Committees and governmental organs at all levels to provide
leadership and guidance to village elections has increased. Secondly, with the deepening of
reforms in rural areas, village residents have become more enthusiastic in participating in
elections and competition has therefore increased in village elections. Thirdly, many new
methods have been created and used by various local governments within the limits of

26

For example, see Xu Yong (ed.), “Xiangcun zhili yu Zhongguo Zhengzhi (Township and Village Administration
and Chinese Politics), Chinese Social Science Press, 2003; Xu Xiu-li (ed.), “Zhongguo Nongcun Zhili de Lishi yu
Xianzhuang: Yi Dingxian, Zouping he Jiangning Weili” (The History and Current Situation of Rural Administration
in China: Examples of County Ding, Zouping County and Jiangning County), Social Science and Literature Press,
2004; He Zeng-ke, “Jiceng Minzhu yu Difang Zhili Chuangxin” (Grassroots Democracy and Innovation of Local
Administration), Central Government Compilation and Translation Press, 2004; Tang Ming (ed.), “Cunweihui
Xuanju Falu Wenti Yanjiu” (Study of Issues on the Election of Village Residents’ Committees), China Social
Science Press, 2004; The Carter Center Report on Chinese Elections: Observation of Village Elections in Fujian
and the Conference to Revise the National Procedures on Villager Committee Elections, at:
http://cartercenter.com/peaceprograms/540_cdoc.htm.
27
See n. 20.
28
Quoted from He Bao-gang and Lang You-xing, “Cunmin Xuanju zhong de Jingzheng: Dui Zhejiang Gean de
Fenxi (Competition in Village Elections: Analysis of Cases in Zhejiang), Central-China Normal University Journal
(Social Science version), Vol. 5, 2000.
29
See the website of Ministry of Civil Affairs, “Minzhengbu zai Guangxi Guilin Zhaokai Quanguo Cunweihui
Xuanju Qingkuang Fenxihui” (The Ministry of Civil Affairs Organised a National Conference to Analyse the
Election of Village Residents’ Committees in Guilin of Guangxi Province), downloaded from:
http://www.chinavillage.org/readnews.asp?newsid={25D2B725-D8F0-4AFC-AA61-3698F75B5319}.
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existing policy and legislation and have been regarded as of high reference value in
practice30. Hence, it is clear that the organisers of village elections hold a positive view of
their development.
Also, “haixuan” has had a further development in a 2005 village election. On 27 March 2005,
villagers in Tangjiali Village, Yuhang District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province adopted the
method of “haixuan zijian” (direct election upon self-recommendation) to elect its new village
residents’ committee. This is a new development to the method of direct election through
nomination of candidates for a village residents’ committee by villagers as stipulated in the
1998 Organic Law, and is believed to be a breakthrough in the electoral system. What is
new is that all voters who have met the requirements for members of a village residents’
committee, are interested in village administration, and are willing to serve villagers, can
register themselves to be candidates to participate in the competition for membership of a
village residents’ committee. Furthermore, in the election process, voters can choose in their
ballots those who have registered their candidacy or any other person. Since those who
register themselves to be candidates are not regarded as formal candidates (according to
the Organic Law), this new method is therefore regarded as a kind of direct election without
formal candidates.
This new method is the latest interpretation of “haixuan” as stipulated in the 1998 Organic
Law. It is not only in compliance with the 1998 Organic Law, but also moves a step further
than “haitui zhixuan” (direct election with mass nomination). In the words of Mr Zhang Hongguo, Director of Grassroots Administration of the Civil Affairs Bureau of Hangzhou City, the
new method has two advantages: “one is that it has removed the disadvantages associated
with direct election with mass nomination, which has too many steps and often incurs high
costs, and rectified the defect that “haixuan” has no candidates standing out for election,
votes are diversified, and there is no procedure and order in seeking votes in the nomination
process. The other is that through the means of self-registration, the channel for villagers to
choose competent members for a village residents’ committee and for outstanding and
committed persons to make full use of their skills in village administration has been
expanded”31. This new election method has also attracted the attention of the Development
Research Centre of the State Council, and the Civil Affairs Departments of Yuhang City and
Zhejiang Province. They all sent representatives to observe the whole election process. One
researcher at the Development Research Centre of the State Council believes that the bold
innovation of Hangzhou this time is a good example to be learned from, and that it has
created a new era for village elections in China32.
But was the new trial at Yuhang initiated by village residents and reflective of the true
intention of voters? According to an official from the Zhejiang Provincial Civil Affairs Bureau
after the election in Yuhang, “Through examination and scrutiny of self-registered candidates
by the CPC organisation, the new method can better combine the wishes of the CPC with
that of the mass so that both the village residents and the CPC will have confidence in the
elected members of the village residents’ committee”. 33 His comment shows that the CPC
Committee had conducted examination and scrutiny of the candidates before election.

30

Ibid.
See Dong Hua-ping, “Zhejiang zai Quanguo Shuaixian Caiyong Zijianhaixuan Fangshi Xuanju Cunguan”
(Zhejiang Leads the Country in Adopting Mass Election of Village Leaders on the Basis of Self-Recommendation),
Jinri Zaobao (Today’s Morning Post), 28 March 2005, downloaded on 15 June 2005 from
http://www.southcn.com/news/china/zgkx/200503280354.htm.
32
See “Quanguo Shouge Zijianhaixuan Cunguan Yuhang Xuanju Chansheng” (Yuhang Has the First Village
Leader Elected through Mass Election on the Basis of Self-recommendation), downloaded on 15 June from
http://mzt.zjol.com.cn/05mzt/system/2005/04/12/006090025.shtml.
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Ibid.
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Strictly speaking, village elections are by nature social elections of a self-regulated body and
should therefore fully represent the wishes of the voters in the village. The CPC Committee
should not play any role in the organisation or the scrutiny of candidates as this would
constitute a restriction on the election of the head and members of a village residents’
committee. The wishes of the CPC should, in the author’s view, only be reflected through its
nomination of candidates.
The above discussion is about positive development in village elections. But is the election
outlook nationwide so optimistic? With this question in mind, the author conducted field study
in June 2005 in Guangdong Province where all village elections had finished in May 2005.
Due to time constraints, the author chose two towns to visit, one poor town in one of the
poorest counties (X town in Qingxin County, Qingyuan City, Guangdong Province), and a rich
town in one of the richest cities (Y town in Dongguan City, Guangdong Province). The author
interviewed the newly elected head and members of one village residents’ committee,
officials sent by Guangdong Provincial CPC Committee to assist the village elections, and
local governmental officials who were either in charge of, or had sufficient knowledge of the
village elections.
According to one official sent by the Guangdong Provincial CPC Committee to assist village
elections, this year is the third round of village elections in Guangdong’s history (village
elections were held in Guangdong in 1999 and 2002). There exists a fundamental difference
between this time and the previous two. In the previous two elections, the list of candidates
for each village residents’ committee was decided by the township CPC Committee. But the
Guangdong Provincial CPC Committee made it clear in 2005 that the CPC Committees were
not allowed to determine the lists of candidates and it was up to the voters to nominate
candidates. That means voters first nominate a list of preliminary candidates, out of which
formal candidates are determined according to the votes they get in the process of
nomination. Elections are then held for the voters to choose the head and members of a
village residents’ committee from among the formal candidates. The decision of Guangdong
Provincial CPC Committee is in full compliance with the 1998 Organic Law and the
provisions of both the Guangdong Provincial Measures to Implement the Organic Law of the
PRC on Village Residents’ Committees34 and the Guangdong Provincial Measures on the
Election of Village Residents’ Committees 35 promulgated by the Guangdong Provincial
People’s Congress.
The author found through field study that the operation of village elections in the two
selected towns is completely different. In X town in Qingxin County, with the assistance of
officials sent from the Guangdong Provincial CPC Committee, the elections were held in
accordance with the relevant legislation and the decision of the Provincial CPC Committee.
In Y town in Dongguan City, however, the lists of formal candidates were still determined by
the township CPC Committee and voters were not given the right to nominate preliminary
candidates of their choice. The implementation of the 1998 Organic Law was substantially
different. Why has that been the case?
The most important factor is whether or not the local governments and CPC Committees
concerned properly implemented national and local legislation on village elections. Both the
1998 Organic Law and the 2001 Guangdong Provincial Measures on the Election of Village
Residents’ Committees stipulate clearly that candidates for a village residents’ committee
must be nominated directly by the voters. But the existence of legislation alone is not enough.

34

Adopted by the 6th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the 9th Guangdong Provincial People’s Congress on
27th November 1998, and amended by the 33rd Meeting of the same body on 30th May 2002.
35
Adopted by the 27th Meeting of the 9th Guangdong Provincial People’s Congress.
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The implementation depends very much on the understanding and operation by the
grassroots government and CPC Committees, i.e. the township people’s government and
the CPC Committee36. The village elections in Y town in Dongguan demonstrate that both
national and local legislation on village elections was ignored, the previous practice was
followed, and the CPC Committee at township level chose the formal candidates.
But why has the implementation of national and local legislation on village elections in these
two towns in the same province been so different? In order to answer this question, one
needs to examine the differences between these two towns. Their biggest difference is that
one is the poorest while the other is the richest town in Guangdong Province. The annual
income generated from the collective assets of the poor village I visited is less than 30,000
RMB. The annual income of Y Town is 300 million RMB and annual income of a village in Y
Town must be much higher than 30,000 RMB. The village residents’ committee in the poor
village does not have any resources under its control whereas its counterpart in a rich village
has considerable resources under its control. All persons the author interviewed during the
field study, including the newly elected village head of the poor village, were of the view that
the primary reason why voters and competent persons in the poor village were not
enthusiastic about the village election was that they did not benefit from it. It has been
recognised by many Chinese scholars that elections are driven by the interests/benefits of
those who participate in the elections including voters and candidates. Only when an
election is related to and affects their interests/benefits, will voters be interested in it 37 .
According to this theory, the election in Y Town should have been more democratic. But that
was not the case in reality. The interests of voters and candidates won’t have much influence
when a local government decides to interfere with an election. But why did the people’s
government in Y town, the organiser of village elections, choose to put aside both national
and local election legislation? There might exist many different reasons. But one of the
primary reasons is, in the opinion of the author, still interests/benefits. Though the town
government can’t directly use the resources of a village, it is very likely to benefit indirectly
from that village. Hence, it is the interests of the organiser of elections to determine the
outcome of the election.
2.4

Summary

It can be seen from the above discussion and analysis that village election practice in some
selected cases is developing and maturing under the support of various sectors of society.
Not only have the voters in those villages expressed their interest in actively participating in
village elections but also the design of the whole election system including the nomination of
candidates has improved. This is the positive aspect of village elections. However, only the
village elections in the early 1980s discussed above were initiated by village residents. All
other good examples of village election are the result of efforts made by various parties,
including local CPC Committees and people’s governments (especially their civil affairs
departments), scholars, and even foreign democratic organisations. In the election case in
Yuhang, support was also given by Zhejiang Provincial Civil Affairs Department and the
Development Research Centre of the State Council. Hence, it is fair to say that all these
good examples of village election are created by the State and local people’s governments.
Such good examples represent the future of the election reform of village residents’
committees. But they are far from being representative of current national village elections.
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The relationship between CPC organs and governmental organs will be discussed in the next sub-section.
See Tang Juan, “Yi 2003 Nian Shenzhen Quji Renda Daibiao Jingxuan Gean Weili Laikan: Gongmin Zizhuxing
Jingxuan Renda Daibiao de Dongyin” (The Motive for Citizens to Voluntarily Participate in the Election
Competition for Delegates to People’s Congresses: Case Study of 2003 Shenzhen People’s Congress Election at
District Level), in Renda Yanjiu (the People’s Congress Study), vol. 1, 2004 (vol. 145 in total), at pp. 9-10.
37
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Instead, one can say that they are just individual examples. The conclusion drawn from the
author’s field study is that the practice of village election in China is still quite different. There
is still a long way to go before true democratic elections as stipulated in the 1998 Organic
Law becomes actual practice. The author agrees with many other scholars that it is feasible
to hold democratic direct elections in villages. But it is not enough to have just the 1998
Organic Law, the support of the Central Committee of the CPC, Provincial People’s
Congresses and Governments. These are important, but can’t guarantee that the Organic
Law will be really implemented and enforced in practice. This is because there exists many
other factors hindering the democratic progress of village election. Among all such factors,
the most important is the opposition from various persons with vested interests. It is
therefore essential to establish certain mechanisms in the election procedure to remove
such obstacles. Many scholars have discussed how village election procedure can be further
improved and have made some very good suggestions. So far as the design of village
election procedure is concerned, the author is of the view that the election system of village
residents’ committees would be perfect if all the recommendations made by these scholars
can actually be implemented38.
It is, however, not enough to consider village elections only from the perspective of election
procedure. It is necessary to examine how to have true democratic village elections from a
broader perspective. Firstly, given that the leadership of the CPC is not only a constitutional
principle in China but also a fundamental policy of the CPC, the leading position of the CPC
in China is unquestionable. Hence, it is important to ensure that local organisations of the
CPC will support local people’s governments in their proper implementation of the 1998
Organic Law. Since the current practice of the CPC is that the head of a local CPC
Committee should also be the chair of the standing committee of the people’s congress at
the same level, the unwillingness of a local CPC Committee to strictly implement the 1998
Organic Law makes it impossible for the local people’s congress and government at the
same level to implement the Organic Law effectively. The case of Y town in Dongguan
demonstrates that democratic village elections are impossible without the support and
supervision of the local CPC Committee. Secondly, we should also improve the operation of
local people’s congresses and governments, because they are the actual organisers of
village elections. They are the main organs with vested interests, and are very often
indistinguishable from the local CPC Committees. Local people’s congresses and
governments are, however, within the constitutional structure. So it is feasible to ensure that
these two institutions are not affected by their vested interests in the implementation of the
1998 Organic Law through the improvement of constitutional structure. Specifically, an
independent election committee with no vested interests in the village election can be
established to organise it. Thirdly, it is necessary to remove the negative impact of the
vested interests of the incumbent head and members of a village residents’ committee on
the election. This is the easiest problem to be resolved, through the balance of interests. A
mechanism can be established to make village residents fully realise that the most direct
method to protect their interests is to elect a village residents’ committee which can truly
represent their interests. With the firm support of the CPC, the inherent advantages of
democratic elections, and gradual understanding by village residents of these advantages,
the future of village elections in China should be bright.
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For example, Li Fan edited a book entitled “Zhongguo Xuanju Zhidu Gaige” (Reform of the Electoral Systems
in China), Shanghai Jiaotong University Press, Shanghai, 2005. He and other contributors put forward many
recommendations in that book.
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3.

Election System of the People’s Congresses

3.1

Statutory Provisions on the Election of People’s Congresses

The people’s congress system is the fundamental political system in China. The 1982
Constitution has defined the NPC as the national organ of state power and local people’s
congresses as organs of local state power. There are five levels of people’s congresses:
national, provincial, municipal, county and township. The 1982 Constitution39 has classified
the five people’s congresses into two categories. One category consists of township and
county people’s congresses which are directly elected by voters. The other category consists
of the other three levels of people’s congresses which are indirectly elected by the deputies
to the people’s congresses at the next lower level 40 . Hence, the election system of the
people’s congresses in China consists of both direct and indirect elections.
Detailed rules on the election of people’s congresses are set out in the Election Law. The
first Election Law of the PRC on the NPC and All Local People’s Congresses was enacted in
February 1953, which formally established the election system of the PRC41. It was properly
implemented before the Cultural Revolution, but as with other national legislation, was not
implemented at all during the Cultural Revolution, from 1966 to 1976. After the Cultural
Revolution, in order to effectively protect the election rights of people and improve the
people’s congress system, the 3rd Plenum of the 11th National Assembly of the CPC decided
to amend the Election Law. On 1st July 1979, the Fifth NPC adopted the second Election
Law of the PRC, i.e. the 1979 Election Law. The 1979 Election Law differed from the 1953
Law in the following ways. Firstly, the scope of direct election was expanded from township
to county level. Secondly, the rule that the number of formal candidates equaled the number
of deputies to be elected changed so that the number of formal candidates should in general
be more than the number of deputies. Thirdly, voters and deputies to a people’s congress
have the right to nominate candidates. Fourthly, the principle of secret ballot shall be
followed in the election of people’s congresses at all levels. Fifthly, very liberal provisions
were incorporated for the promotion of candidates, which allowed all political parties, other
organisations and voters to use various means to promote the candidates they nominated.
Sixthly, if too many candidates are nominated, a pre-election can be held. Seventhly, the rule
that a candidate would be deemed elected if he obtained a simple majority of the actual
voters (in the case of direct election) or deputies (in the case of indirect election) present at
the election was changed so that a candidate must obtain more than 50% of all eligible
voters or deputies in order to be elected42.
Cai Ding-jian, a leading scholar on the people’s congress system in China, has pointed out
that in order to meet the demand of people from all sectors of society to participate in politics
at the initial stage of economic reform, democracy is the primary objective of the election
system established by the 1979 Election Law. He holds the view that of all the amendments,
the right to make nominations, permission to use various means to promote candidates, and
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The PRC has had four Constitutions, in 1954, 1975, 1978, and 1982. The 1982 Constitution has been
amended four times, in 1988, 1993, 1999, and 2004.
40
See Arts. 59 and 97 of the 1982 Constitution.
41
For the main contents of the 1953 Election Law, at:
http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/common/zw.jsp?id=4262&lmfl=%C8%CB%B4%F3%CE%C4%CF%D7&label=WXZ
LK&pdmc=010602, please refer to Cai Ding-jian, “Zhongguo Xuanju Zhidu de Lishi he Xianzhuang” in Cai Dingjian (ed.), “Zhongguo Xuanju Zhuangkuang de Baogao (The Report on Election Circumstances in China), Law
Press, Beijing, 2002, pp. 4-6.
42
See Cai Ding-jian, n. 41, pp. 9-10; see also Xie Bao-fu, “Dangdai Zhongguo Xuanju Zhidu Ruogan Wenti
Fenxi” (Analysis of Several Issues of Contemporary Chinese Electoral Systems), in Shenzhen University Journal
(Social Science Version), vol. 1, 2002.
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the rule that the number of candidates should be more than the deputies to be elected are
the three essential changes which show the democratic nature of the 1979 Election Law43.
Another scholar believes that provisions for pre-election and the adoption of various means
to promote candidates may affect the efficiency of election and therefore concludes that to a
certain extent the 1979 Election Law sacrifices efficiency for the sake of democracy44.
After its promulgation, the 1979 Election Law was amended four times: in 1982, 1986, 1995,
and 2004. The most important change made by the 1982 Amendments was to the promotion
of candidates. After amendment, candidates could no longer campaign by using different
means to promote themselves. Instead, they could only be introduced by those who
nominated them to different groups of voters at their meetings. The purpose of this
amendment was obviously to restrict open competition among candidates 45 . Hence, the
common understanding of Chinese scholars is that the 1982 Amendments were a step
backward in democratic development.
Compared with the 1982 Amendments, the 1986 Amendments were regarded as a big step
forward towards democratic elections. The major changes made by the 1986 Amendments
are as follows. Firstly, the quota of deputies to the NPC was reduced from less than 3,500 to
less than 3,000 and the quota for local people’s congresses was also dropped significantly.
Secondly, voter registration procedure was simplified through adoption of the principle that
voters only need to register once, with perpetual effect. Thirdly, the minimum number of
voters needed to make a valid nomination of a candidate was increased from 3 to 10.
Fourthly, the pre-election procedure which had been used for the determination of formal
candidates in both direct and indirect elections was repealed. Fifthly, the majority required for
election changed from 50% or more of all eligible voters to 50% of participating voters.
Although the 1979 Election Law already established the right of voters to nominate
candidates and the principle that the number of candidates should be more than the number
of representatives to be elected, in practice pre-elections had often been used by election
organisers to make the number of candidates equal to the number of deputies to be elected.
Hence, Cai Ding-jian is of the view that these two fundamental reforms in the election
system of the people’s congresses were only consolidated by the 1986 Amendments46.
The 1995 Amendments brought four major changes. Firstly, the difference of the number of
voters represented by each deputy in urban and rural areas respectively was decreased in
order to make representation more equal. Secondly, the pre-election procedure was
reintroduced with the condition that the number of candidates must be greater than the
number of deputies to be elected. Thirdly, it was provided that no less than two days should
be given to nominate candidates, to ensure sufficient time for the deputies to hold
discussions. Fourthly, groups of deputies were given the right to jointly nominate a candidate.
Though the number of candidates to be nominated by each group of deputies cannot be
more than the number of deputies to be elected, the number of total candidates must be
more than the number of total deputies to be elected. Cai Ding-jian is of the view that the
1995 Amendments further improved some specific procedural rules, and made some
changes to some election procedures in order to increase their efficiency47.
The 2004 Amendments made the following main changes.48 Firstly, the provisions for preelections became more detailed and specific. For direct elections, once the number of
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preliminary candidates nominated by voters is more than the maximum number of
candidates set out in the Election Law49, the election committee shall ask the groups of
voters50 within the election district to discuss, consult with each other and determine the list
of formal candidates according to the majority view of voters. If voters cannot form a
consistent view with regard to the formal candidates, a pre-election should be held to
determine the formal candidates according to the number of votes each preliminary
candidate gets in pre-election51. For indirect elections, the presidium shall submit the list of
candidates nominated according to law to all deputies for consultation and discussion. If the
number of preliminary candidates is less than the maximum number of candidates stipulated
under the Election Law, all of them will be regarded as formal candidates for all the deputies
to elect. If the number of preliminary candidates is more than the maximum statutory number
of candidates, pre-election will be held to determine formal candidates according to the
number of the votes each preliminary candidate gets and the maximum statutory number52.
Secondly, in order to respond to increasing demand for democracy, candidates were allowed
to meet voters and answer questions raised by voters53. Thirdly, the Election Law was made
more workable by clearly defining the concept of “corruption”, imposing penalties on illegal
election activities, and increasing the categories of administrative penalties for unlawful
activities by governmental officials54.
It can be seen from the above discussion that after four sets of Amendments and twenty five
years of development since the enactment of the 1979 Election Law, China’s electoral
system of people’s congresses has made some progress towards democracy. But so far
direct election is still limited to township and county levels and has not been allowed for the
other three levels of people’s congresses. The degree of democracy is still not high.
Many provisions in the Election Law intend to achieve a balance between two kinds of
interests. For example, in the case of direct elections, the election committee established by
a people’s congress will be in charge of the election of the people’s congress at the same
level, and the standing committee of a county people’s congress shall bear the responsibility
of guiding the work of election committees at both township and county levels55. So through
the appointment of members to an election committee and the leadership relationship
between the two organs at high and low levels respectively, indirect influence by state power
over elections has been established. On the other hand, however, an election committee is
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Paragraph two of Art.30 of the Election Law provides that “The number of candidates for deputies to be
directly elected by the voters shall be from one third to 100 percent greater than the number of deputies
to be elected; the number of candidates for deputies to be elected by various local people's congresses
to the people's congresses at the next higher level shall be from 20 to 50 percent greater than the
number of deputies to be elected”. The requirement on maximum number of candidates was there since 1979.
But under the original 1979 Election Law and the 1982 Amendments, the number of candidates for deputies to be
directly elected by the voters shall be from 50 percent to 100 percent greater than the number of deputies to be
elected. The 1996 Amendments changed the requirement to the current formulation under Art. 30 of the Election
Law.
50
Groups of voters are not defined in the Election Law and they are usually arranged according to the residence
of voters. Usually Provincial People’s Congress will enact implementing rules to implement the Election Law. But
it is usually provided that under such implementing rules that several voters’ groups will be established in each
electorate.
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See the 2nd amendment of 2004 Amendments (2004 Amendments contain 5 amendments); see also Art. 31 of
the amended Election Law.
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See Art. 31 of the Election Law.
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See the 3rd amendment of 2004 Amendments; see also Art. 33 of the amended Election Law.
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See the 5th amendment of 2004 Amendments; see also Art. 52 of the amended Election Law.
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See Art. 1 of “Several Provisions of the NPCSC on Direct Election of Delegates to People’s Congresses Below
County Level (adopted by the NPCSC on 5 March 1983), at:
http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/common/zw.jsp?id=4429&lmfl=%C8%CB%B4%F3%CE%C4%CF%D7&label=WXZ
LK&pdmc=010602; see also Art. 7(2) of the Election Law.
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subject to various legal constraints in the exercise of its statutory authority under the Election
Law56, and has to “determine and announce the list of formal candidates according to the
majority opinion of voters”. The purpose of this procedure is to prevent an election
committee from arbitrarily interfering with or manipulating an election. Furthermore, the
provision for the nomination of candidates to the presidiums of local people’s congresses at
and above county level, the consultation and discussion procedure for the deputies to decide
formal candidates, as well as the procedure in pre-election to determine formal candidates,
all reflect the intention of the statutory provisions to balance state power and the right to
freedom of election. One view is that such provisions have on the one hand maintained
space for state power to interfere with election, but on the other hand have also established
the boundaries for such interference 57 . But the author is of the view that the primary
objective of such statutory provisions is to ensure that state power, especially the CPC, may
get involved in the election process and also maintain a certain amount of control of and
influence over elections. The influence of the CPC over elections of people’s congresses is a
restriction on democracy and is therefore undesirable.
The adoption of the principle that the number of candidates shall be greater than the number
of deputies is regarded as one of the most important results of China’s electoral system
reform 58 . An election in which the number of candidates is greater than the number of
deputies to be elected is more democratic than the election in which the number of
candidates is equal to the number of deputies. The former can better protect the voters’
freedom of election and the realisation of their true intention. It can also make the election
more competitive. It is the most democratic provision in the electoral system. Unfortunately,
in practice this statutory provision has not always been properly implemented 59 . The
provisions in the Election Law for pre-election, discussion, consultation, and deliberation of
candidates have changed several times and are now finalised as per the 2004 Amendments.
Wu Guo-guang argues that pre-election is a procedure which the CPC can use to find out
the voting intention of voters so that it can influence the mind of the voters before formal
election60, and that the substance of discussion, consultation and deliberation procedures is
to “require voters to express to the election organiser how they will vote”61. Hence, he has
come to the conclusion that in effect all these procedures “have the function of substituting
for the actual election” 62 . The 2004 Amendments have maintained all these procedures,
which give room to election organisers to influence the mind of the voters.
The principle of equality and provision for different treatment supplement each other. It is
clearly stipulated in the Constitution and the Election Law that every Chinese citizen of the
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See Art. 2 of “Several Provisions of the NPCSC on Direct Election of Delegates to People’s Congresses Below
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For details of such limits, please refer to Arts. 21(1) and 22 of the Organic Law on All Local People’s
Congresses and Governments (“the Organic Law on LPCG”), and Arts. 30, 31(2), and 35 of the Election Law.
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See Wu Guo-guang, “Zhongguo Dalu de Xuanju Zhidu ji qi Biange” (The Electoral System in Mainland China
and its Reform), in Hu Chun-hui (ed.), “Zhong Tai Gang Sandi Xuanju Zhidu he Minzhu Fazhan” (Collection of
Essays on Electoral Systems and Democratic Development in Mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong), Jianan
Printing Co. Ltd., 2000, p. 50.
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age of 18 or above shall have equal right to vote and to stand for election63, and Article 4 of
the Election Law stipulates specifically that “one voter has only one vote in each election”.
That may lead one to conclude that every person will have one vote with the same value.
But in reality, that is not the case. For example, in the allocation of deputies for urban and
rural areas, the relevant provision in the Election Law has maintained unequal treatment
between citizens in urban and rural areas, i.e. the number of voters represented by each
deputy of a people’s congress at county level or above in rural areas is four times the
number of voters his counterpart in urban areas represents64. Some Chinese scholars are of
the view that this statutory provision indicates that there exist some special social and
political circumstances and unique understanding of equality in China 65 . In addition, the
Election Law has also provided special protection to women, returned overseas Chinese and
ethnic minorities to ensure that they are represented in people’s congresses66. Most Chinese
scholars are of the view that the intention of such statutory provisions is to achieve
substantive justice in elections and they have had a positive contribution to achieving
substantive equality. But there are also scholars who do not accept this common
understanding67.
The above discussion shows that from a legal perspective, the electoral system of the
people’s congresses as established by the Election Law is not democratic in the true sense.
Through its design of the electoral system and procedures, the Election Law has maintained
the possibility for election organisers to interfere with and influence elections. As a result the
election outcome may not truly reflect the wishes of voters. But the introduction of the
principle that the number of candidates must be more than the number of deputies to be
elected and the improvement of some relevant statutory provisions have introduced
competition into the election of people’s congresses.

63
See Art. 34 of the 1982 Constitution. Article 3(1) of the Election Law provides that “All citizens of the People's
Republic of China who have reached the age of 18 shall have the right to vote and stand for election, regardless
of ethnic status, race, sex, occupation, family background, religious belief, education, property status or length of
residence”.
64
See Arts. 12(1), 13, and 14 of the Election Law.
65
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that on the one hand the election rights for peasants and workers are unequal in formality, but on the other hand
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that in constitutional theory equality in substance is in general only applicable to the protection of those groups
who are relatively weak in a society and its objective is to achieve real equality. From the current positions held
by different classes in Chinese society, the differential treatment in the existing electoral system for peasants and
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people's congresses of the areas with a relatively large number of returned overseas Chinese shall have an
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See n. 65.
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3.2

Policy Analysis

From a policy perspective, before taking over power in Mainland China, the CPC made it
clear that that it would organise democratic elections once it came into power68. But after it
actually came into power in 1949, the CPC came to the view that it would be difficult to have
democracy in a country which was poor, undeveloped, and populous. Different senior officials
of the CPC expressed on different occasions the view that it was not appropriate for China to
have universal, equal, direct and secret elections. Cai Ding-jian has summarised their
arguments as follows:69 (1) it was difficult for China to have direct elections immediately since
China had a huge population; (2) it was difficult to implement the principle of equality in
elections as the population of peasants was too large. Otherwise most of deputies to the
people’s congresses would be peasants; (3) the education level of Chinese citizens was too
low and many were illiterate. It was therefore very difficult to have a secret ballot; (4) China
did not have enough experience in elections and the masses did not have a good
understanding of or enthusiasm for them; (5) when the conditions mentioned above were not
satisfied, it would be meaningless to have complete democratic elections. The CPC
emphasised the substance of elections rather than the formality. It is therefore clear that the
CPC did not accept direct elections and was not willing to do so during the early period after
it came into power.
After the Cultural Revolution, the CPC realised it was necessary to reform its political system,
and also its electoral system, which led to the enactment of 1979 Election Law. The direct
reason for the reform is that some senior leaders of the CPC at that time were of the view
that the expansion of direct election and the democratisation of the electoral system would
put the masses in direct control of county people’s congresses, and indirect control of
provincial congresses as well as the NPC. If this were the case, nine hundred million people
could participate in the administration of national affairs, and be in charge of their own, and
the nation’s, fortune. Furthermore, some senior officials also expressed the view that the
reform of the electoral system would be a fundamental measure to prevent tragedies such as
the Cultural Revolution70. Hence, the CPC had the genuine intention to develop a democratic
electoral system at the end of the 1970s. By 1987 when the CPC held its 13th National
Assembly, the Secretary-General of the Central Committee of the CPC at that time discuss
political reform at some length in his Working Report entitled “Moving Forward Along the
Socialist Road with Chinese Characteristics” and came to the conclusion that it was time for
China to undertake political reform. Especially, he made the following comments on the
electoral system of the people’s congresses71:
“In recent years, the degree of democracy in elections in China has been
increasing. But the electoral system is still not yet satisfactory and existing
statutory provisions have not been implemented fully and effectively. In the
future, we should fully respect the will of voters and ensure that voters have
the freedom to vote. We should insist on the principle that the number of
candidates should be more than positions available, improve the methods for
68

See “Selected Works of Mao Ze-dong (combined version)”, Renmin Press, 1968 version, pp. 969-970, quoted
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Election Work on Trial), in “Xin Shiqi de Shehui Zhuyi Minzhu yu fazhi Jianshe” (Establishment of Socialist
Democracy and Legal System in New Era), Central Literature Press, 1989, pp. 38-43; see also “Difang Renda
Changweihui de Gongzuo”(The Work of the Standing Committees of Local People’s Congresses), also in “Xin
Shiqi de Shehui Zhuyi Minzhu yu fazhi Jianshe” (Establishment of Socialist Democracy and Legal System in New
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Along the Socialist Road with Chinese Characteristics).
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the nomination of candidates, and the methods to introduce candidates.
Practice has proved that rigid statutory provision for the ratio of candidates of
different backgrounds is against the freedom of voters to express their own
will through elections. In order to ensure that candidates represent different
interests, methods other than geographical election can be introduced,
including functional constituencies or any other feasible methods.”
The above quotation indicates that the CPC was already considering how to reform the
electoral system of people’s congresses and had identified some particular areas which
needed to be reformed. But after the 4th June event 72 , the political environment became
relatively tense. For the 1990 election, the Central Committee of the CPC stated the
necessity to stick to the four cardinal principles and to prevent bourgeois liberalisation. But at
the same time, it also confirmed the experience achieved in elections at town and county
levels since 1979 and stated the requirement to organise elections according to principles
established in the 1979 Election Law73. In reality, however, the 1990 election was a step back
in the development of democratic elections74 . Furthermore, the policy of the CPC on the
election of people’s congresses had also retreated. The best example is the Working Report
delivered by Jiang Ze-min, then Secretary-General of the Central Committee of the CPC, to
the 14th National Assembly of the CPC, which was entitled “Jiakuai Gaige Kaifang he
Xiandaihua Jianshe Bufa Duqu you Zhongguo Tese Shehuizhuyi Shiye de Gengda Shengli”
(To speed up Economic Reform, Open-door Policy, and Modernisation so as to Achieve
Greater Success in the Socialist Course with Chinese Characteristics). Though he mentioned
political reform in his report, he only discussed it very briefly and just pointed out in principle
that the objective of political reform was to establish a socialist democratic political system
rather than a Western multi-party system or parliamentary system. But he did not mention at
all the electoral system of people’s congresses.
After 1992, China’s political environment became more liberal. At the 15th and 16th National
Assemblies of the CPC held in 1997 and 2002 respectively, Jiang Ze-min, then SecretaryGeneral of the Central Committee of the CPC, spent one whole chapter in each of his
Working Reports to discuss political reform. He mentioned in both Reports “to have
democratic elections, democratic decision-making, democratic administration and democratic
supervision, to protect the broad rights and freedoms enjoyed by people according to law,
and to respect and protect human rights”75. The 4th Plenum of the 16th National Assembly of
the CPC adopted the Decision mentioned in Part 1 of this paper. While following the tone set
down by the Working Report of the 16th National Assembly in 2004, the Decision has
emphasised the establishment of democratic systems. The author’s understanding is that the
establishment of democratic systems includes the establishment of a democratic system for
election of the people’s congresses. The White Paper only gives a brief overview of the
people’s congress system in China without mentioning any policy indications with regard to
elections76.
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Hence, the CPC accepts in principle democratic election of people’s congresses. But as to
how to implement the principle through legislation and in practice, when the scope of direct
election should be further expanded, and to what extent voters should be given more
autonomy in the election of deputies to people’s congresses, the policy of the CPC reached
its apex in 1987. Unfortunately, the 4th June event made it impossible to implement the 1987
policy decision as incorporated in the 1987 Working Report of the CPC. The author is of the
view that the Decision adopted by the 4th Plenum of the 16th National Assembly of the CPC
has confirmed the importance of establishing democratic systems. But the Decision has not
put forward any specific proposals on electoral system reform. Meanwhile it has emphasised
the necessity to combine the leadership of the CPC, democracy and rule of law. That means
a balance needs to be struck between the leadership of the CPC and democratic election of
people’s congresses. As to how to reach such a balance, or to what extent the democratic
aspect of the electoral system should develop, the CPC has not made any clear policy
decision yet. The future of the electoral system of people’s congresses is, therefore, still
uncertain to a large extent.
3.3

Study of Election Practice

As early as 1980, when direct elections were first held for district and county people’s
congresses, students in some universities in Beijing competed heatedly to become deputies
to district people’s congresses. In Beijing alone, around 100 students participated in the
election. In the end, 8 student candidates who had already passed the pre-election were
elected as deputies of Haidian District People’s Congress77. Later on, both Zeng Jian-yu in
Luzhou City, Sichuan Province in 1992 and Yao Li-fa in Qianjiang City, Hubei Province in
1998 participated in the election of local people’s congresses upon their own initiative and
were successfully elected 78 . Both Zeng and Yao were among the first batch of ordinary
citizens standing out for election to local people’s congresses upon their own initiative. Their
success has been regarded as milestones in the history of direct election of deputies to local
people’s congresses in China. 2003 has been described by some scholars as the year of
citizens’ rights79; it is also the most recent election year of local people’s congresses. In 2003,
society and the media once again focused their attention on ordinary citizens’ participation in
elections as candidates. The difference between this election year and previous ones is that
in 2003 more citizens had voluntarily solicited nominations in order to become candidates for
deputies of local people’s congresses. Furthermore, their participation had become more
organised, and their election methods had become more mature. This section will choose to
study several cases which have been widely reported by media and analysed by scholars.
The first case is the 2003 election in Qianjiang City, Hubei Province. Yao Li-fa started in
1987 to participate in the election of the Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress as an
independent candidate, and was eventually elected a deputy in 1998 when he participated in
the election for the fourth consecutive time. In 1998, there were only two independent
candidates for Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress. During his term of 5 years as a
deputy, Yao Li-fa put forward 187 recommendations/bills to supervise the government. His
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existence had, however, given some local governmental officials a headache80. In the 2003
election for Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress, in addition to candidates nominated by
political parties and people’s organisations, Yao Li-fa participated in the election again as an
independent candidate, together with 31 other independent candidates, including current
deputies to town and municipal people’s congresses, teachers, heads of village residents’
committees, deputy secretaries of village CPC organisations, workers and others. After
getting the nominations of ten or more voters to become preliminary candidates, they started
their election competition activities. But later in the process of repeated consultation and
deliberation, most of them had been screened out and only two of them became formal
candidates. On the election day, 28th November 2003, the two independent candidates and
some other formal candidates got less than 50% of votes from voters participating in the
election and therefore were not properly elected. It turned out that the number of elected
deputies was less than the number of seats available. According to Article 41 of the Election
Law, a by-election should be held to fill in the remaining seats and these two independent
candidates would be qualified to be formal candidates in the by-election to be held. But the
township election organisation committee did not organise the by-election on the ground that
those candidates had no intention to participate in another election and had given up their
rights to participate in a by-election. As a result, none of the 32 independent candidates were
elected81. After the election, Yao Li-fa together with some voters were of the view that their
rights to vote and to stand for election had been infringed, and therefore petitioned the
standing committee of the Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress and some other
governmental organs to address the issue. Yao Li-fa also brought a legal action to a local
court which refused to accept his case. On 10th January 2004, Yao Li-fa wrote a petition
letter to the NPCSC requesting it to start a special investigation procedure to investigate the
problems which had occurred in the election of the Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress82.
As of July 2005, the author is not aware of any organisations, including the NPCSC,
investigating or dealing with Yao Li-fa’s petition.
The second case is the election of deputies to different district people’s congresses in
Shenzhen in April and May of 200383. Seven people stood out to seek nomination to be
candidates for deputies to different district people’s congresses and were properly
nominated as preliminary candidates in the election. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou
Shu-bin from Shenzhen University, in their analysis of the election84, classified the seven
candidates as either “independent candidates” (or “candidates nominated by the masses”) or
“self-nominated candidates”. The former refers to those candidates nominated by ten or
more voters; the latter refers to those who do not become formal candidates but go directly
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to the voters, asking voters to vote for them by writing their names in the space provided on
the election ballots85. According to their research, out of the seven candidates86, one is a
member of the CPC, three are members of other political parties, and the other three are
without any political background. Two became formal candidates by getting nominated by
ten or more voters, the other five participated in the election as “self-nominated candidates”.
Out of these five people, three were initially nominated as preliminary candidates by other
political parties and were then screened out during the consultation process to determine
formal candidates. The other two nominated themselves 87 . All seven candidates had
received higher education and were aged between 35 and 50 years. All but one were
financially sound, and their average annual income was around 100,000 RMB, putting them
in the middle class in Shenzhen88. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin found that
all seven candidates experienced obstacles, of two main types. One is that three of them
were screened out by the election organising committees within the electorates (which are in
fact community residence committees). The other is that the election organising committees
within the electorates had either prevented them from participating in the election, or
objected to, prohibited, or removed their election campaign posters after they were posted89.
The election result was that the candidate who was a member of the CPC was elected, the
other six were not.
The third case is a district/county election in Beijing, where elections for the change of term
of people’s congresses were completed by December 2003. There were in total 41,637
nominated preliminary candidates, out of whom 40,906, or 98%, were nominated by ten or
more voters. Out of 6,748 formal candidates, 89% were nominated by voters (only 11% were
nominated by political parties or people’s organisations). 83.2% of deputies successfully
elected (3,662) were initially nominated by 10 or more voters90. The deputy head of the
Beijing municipal working group in charge of the 2003 elections (and vice chairman of the
Standing Committee of the Beijing Municipal People’s Congress), Mr Fan Yuan-mo, was
quoted as follows: “voters can fully exercise their election rights independently. So long as
the election is held in accordance with proper legal procedure, the election results should be
recognised according to law, and the government will respect such election results”91.
Although in Beijing 3,662 preliminary candidates nominated by voters finally got elected as
deputies to district/county people’s congresses, the media focused on about 20 preliminary
candidates nominated by 10 or more voters out of whom there were university students,
defenders of real estate rights, scholars, lawyers and other professionals. Some of them
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were public figures, which is properly the main reason why they attracted media attention92.
Out of those candidates, only Nie Hai-liang, defender of individual property rights, and Xu
Zhi-yong, an intellectual and public figure, were elected while all the others lost in the
election. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University conducted
research on the election experience of those candidates and found that some individual
election campaign offices and professional election supporting groups were established in
the 2003 election process93, and election planning and organisation appeared. At the same
time, campaign style became diversified. Candidates used posters, leaflets, propaganda
vehicles, press conferences, and internet dialogues etc. to interact with voters, and to
increase voters’ understanding of their platforms. They also found that issues of election
finance appeared in Beijing94, and found that the candidates’ consciousness of their rights to
stand for election in Beijing was higher than candidates in Shenzhen. The election in Beijing
was better organised and the election skills of candidates in Beijing were more mature.
The election results of the first two cases prove the difficulty for either independent or selfnominated candidates to get elected as deputies to local people’s congresses. As to the 3rd
case, the election results of those candidates studied by Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and
Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University prove the same point regardless of the reasons why
the majority of those candidates failed in their election. But their research result is contrary to
the official information about 2003 election in Beijing. Even if the official information were
reliable, one could still conclude, by relying on the three cases discussed above, that it is
difficult for independent or self-nominated candidates who are public figures to get elected
as deputies to local people’s congresses.
Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University came to a very
positive conclusion after conducting research on the 2003 elections in Shenzhen and Beijing.
Since some people had actively stood for election in both Shenzhen and Beijing, they came
to the view that the electoral system of the people’s congresses has started its transition
from confirmative election95 to competitive election. They identify five factors which have
induced voters to stand for election. The first is interest-driven. The second is that village and
urban residential committee elections in the 1990s have contributed to the accumulation of
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democratic election experience and also laid down a democratic foundation for competitive
elections. The third is that the development of a market economy for more than twenty years
in China has produced a new group in society, i.e. the middle class. They not only have
democratic ideals, but also have the capacity to put such ideals into action. The fourth is that
relatively autonomous media have played an important role in election periods to publicise
elections, stimulate voters, and build a bridge between candidates and voters. The fifth is
that election organisers have shown their reasonableness, appreciation of the rule of law,
tolerance and openness towards competitive election96.
The three cases discussed above show, firstly, that China’s electoral system of the people’s
congresses is gradually changing. Some people have stood for election on their own
initiative to town and district/county people’s congresses. The three cases are good
evidence of this. We should, however, treat and analyse such changes with caution. On the
one hand, the increase in the number of such persons is encouraging. To take the election in
Qianjiang as an example, when Yao Li-fa was elected as a people’s deputy to Qianjiang
Municipal People’s Congress, there was only one other person who stood for election on his
own initiative. But by 2003, 32 voters including Yao Li-fa volunteered to stand for election as
independent candidates, a sixteen-fold increase. If such momentum can be maintained, the
democratic progress of electoral reform will be very encouraging in China. As to why there is
such a big increase in independent candidates, the author is of the view that it is primarily
the effect of the good example set by Yao Li-fa for citizens in Qianjiang City. On the other
hand, as far as the whole country is concerned, the number of persons who stand for
election on their own initiative and their percentage among all candidates are still very low,
and the percentage of such candidates who get elected as deputies is even lower.
Furthermore, whether the good example set by Yao Li-fa will continue to have an effect is
also questionable, because though he was a very devoted people’s deputy, he lost in the
2003 election. Yao Li-fa allegedly lost the election because local government officials
unlawfully interfered with the election. But up to now, Yao Li-fa’s petition has not been
properly dealt with by any organ of either the government or the CPC. This indicates that
China’s electoral system does not have a mechanism to deal with such illegal behaviour. It
also shows that the existing election system or some local governmental officials do not wish
to see or encourage persons such as Yao Li-fa to stand in elections for local people’s
congresses. Under such circumstances, the enthusiasm of people to stand for election will
be negatively affected. The election cases in Shenzhen and Beijing have also shown that the
election process of those independent and/or self-nominated candidates who had been
widely covered by the media were not very smooth and many of them had encountered
various kinds of obstacles from local governmental organs. We should also realise that at the
present time, elections are still confirmative in the majority of township and county people’s
congresses in China. The author’s investigation in Guangdong has also shown that the
election of people’s congresses in the two places (one county and one town) is still
confirmative and the local governments have not shown any sign or intention to reform their
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current election practice97. Hence, there is still a long way to go before the electoral system
of local people’s congresses completes its transition to competitive election.
Secondly, all three cases described above indicate that the organs of both the CPC and
people’s governments have shown their tolerance of and even implied consent towards
ordinary citizens standing for election in local people’s congresses. Huang Wei-ping, Tang
Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University are of the view that government officials in
charge of the 2003 election in Shenzhen were at first not prepared for ordinary citizens
standing for election and their campaign activities, but they demonstrated their
reasonableness, appreciation of the rule of law, tolerance and openness. At a later stage of
the election, they even acted as advisers to one independent candidate98. After the 2003
election was over, Shenzhen Municipal People’s Congress made very positive comments
about the election, treated it as a valuable experiment in democratic politics, and stated that
people’s wishes should be fully respected and that they would further study the 2003
election practice in order to make elections for grassroots people’s congresses fairer, more
transparent and democratic, and eventually promote political civilisation99. Beijing did better
than Shenzhen in that the election committees in Beijing established very formal election
information dissemination systems such as press conferences, meetings of candidates with
voters, websites for change of term elections, etc. All these have not only enhanced the
dissemination of information but also promoted positive interaction between candidates and
voters100. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University are of the
view that the reason why Beijing did better than Shenzhen is because the organisers of the
2003 elections in Beijing had a better understanding of the existing electoral system and
believed it had room to accommodate possible reforms of the existing political system101.
They are also of the view that Beijing’s interpretation of election legislation was more
authoritative. Even in the case of the 2003 election in Qianjiang, Chinese media and some
experts on village elections in China were of the view that Yao Li-fa was already very lucky
even though he lost the election102. This view shows on the one hand the local government’s
tolerance of ordinary citizens standing for election upon their own initiative has increased,
and on the other hand, there still exist a substantial number of people holding the view that a
person might be ill-treated if he stands for election to a local people’s congress upon his own
initiative.
However, both the tolerance and implied consent of the CPC and governmental organs and
the view of “luckiness” of Yao Li-fa prove from the opposite side that there was either no
such tolerance before or a citizen standing for election in 2003 might not be as lucky as Yao
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Li-fa. The 2003 elections in both Shenzhen and Beijing were experimental. Nationwide, in
the 2003 election of people’s congresses, the percentage of local people’s congresses
where tolerance and implied consent were shown towards ordinary citizens standing for
election on their own initiative was probably very low. Otherwise, the election in Shenzhen
and Beijing wouldn’t have attracted the attention of either the media or scholars. Hence, the
author is of the view that we should not be too optimistic about the progress of electoral
system reform of people’s congresses, because this reform has touched upon the electoral
system of a governmental organ within the constitutional structure. Such reform may affect
the ruling position as well as the ruling style of the CPC. So the CPC is bound to deal with
such reform very cautiously. From the previous discussion of statutory rules and the CPC’s
policy on the electoral system of people’s congresses, we already know that the CPC has
not decided anything specific about the future of the electoral system of people’s congresses,
and that existing statutory rules still give room to election organisers, and in fact the CPC, to
interfere with and influence the election outcome. Hence, before the CPC makes any clear
indication that the existing electoral system of people’s congresses should be reformed, the
implication of the tolerance and implied consent shown by the CPC towards ordinary
citizens’ standing for election on their own initiative is far from being clear and is uncertain.
Thirdly, all three cases discussed above have shown that two important factors which have
caused citizens to voluntarily enter election competitions are their interests and rights’
consciousness. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University are
of the view that interests of the candidates are the fundamental reason and driving force for
citizens to stand for election on their own initiative103. Their study of the seven candidates in
Shenzhen has shown that all had had experience of defending the interests of the specific
groups they belonged to104. The very reason they stood for election was to enhance their
political status and social influence so as to better protect the economic interests of their
specific groups 105 . In comparison, according to the research undertaken by the same
scholars of the 2003 elections in Beijing, rights’ consciousness of citizens standing for
election in Beijing is much higher. Many of the candidates studied have legal backgrounds
and good educations. Some even have doctorate degrees. Many have also had experience
of defending specific kinds of rights of a particular group. The difference is that while some of
them act for the direct, practical interests (e.g. property rights) of a particular group, a large
number of them may be acting for the interests of the general public, or trying to exercise the
right (to stand for election) which a citizen should enjoy, or satisfying their enthusiasm
towards public affairs and politics, or their strong desire to serve the country106. All of them
had very high enthusiasm and ability to participate in politics. This proves that the rights’
consciousness of the citizens standing for election, especially their understanding of the right
to vote and to stand for election, has increased. This is another encouraging phenomenon.
Fourthly, Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin are of the view that the driving force
behind the change from confirmative election to competitive election, is the gradual evolution
of civil society, leading to the diversification of interests and citizens’ voluntary political
participation throughout the current system, from the bottom up107. In contrast to the reform
of the village electoral system which started from the top, reform of the people’s congress
electoral system started from the bottom. As a result, citizens will find it much more difficult
to be elected throughout China due to the lack of clear support from the CPC. This has been
demonstrated by the 2003 Qianjiang Municipal People’s Congress election, especially Yao
Li-fa’s experience.
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Fifthly, both the first and second cases discussed above demonstrate that the procedure to
determine formal candidates in the existing electoral system – discussion, consultation and
deliberation – can be used by election organisers to exclude those preliminary candidates
they don’t like so that such candidates won’t become formal candidates. Even after the 2004
Amendments to the 1979 Election Law, discussion, consultation and deliberation are still
used as the first procedure for the determination of formal candidates. Only if it fails, will a
pre-election be held to determine formal candidates. It is fair to say that the possibility of
those candidates disliked by local governments being elected as people’s deputies will be
greatly reduced so long as discussion, consultation and deliberation are still used as the first
procedure to determine formal candidates. This reinforces the conclusion reached from the
previous discussion of statutory rules and the CPC’s policy on people’s congress elections. If
we really want to democratise the electoral system of people’s congresses, reform must be
undertaken to those procedures which replace formal election, and the best solution is to
repeal those procedures, i.e. discussion, consultation and deliberation.
Sixthly, independent and self-nominated candidates are mainly persons from political parties
other than the CPC or persons without any political background. This phenomenon is normal
in China, because if a member of the CPC is keen to stand for election, he will first try to get
nominated by the CPC. If that can be done, his chance of getting elected as a people’s
deputy will be very high. Otherwise, if he stands for election as either an independent or selfnominated candidate, he needs to compete with candidates nominated by the CPC, and he
will also be regarded as not following the directions of the CPC, which will affect his future
development. Hence, under current political circumstances, it is necessary to make
democratic the nomination process of candidates to the people’s congresses within the CPC,
which will indirectly enhance the democracy of the election of people’s deputies.
3.4

Summary

The election of people’s congresses is related to the election of state power organs. Hence,
in theory, it is the most important one out of the three electoral systems discussed in this
paper. Whether or not the electoral system reform of people’s congresses is successful will
have a serious influence on the ruling position and style of the CPC. According to the
previous discussion, the CPC has not so far made public any specific policy with regard to
the direction of the electoral system reform of people’s congresses. At most, it has shown its
“tolerance and implied consent” towards citizens’ standing for election to local people’s
congresses under the existing electoral system. Huang Wei-ping, Tang Juan and Zou Shubin from Shenzhen University are of the view that “in an authoritative society, any reform
can’t succeed without interaction with the government, and the reform progress can’t deviate
too much from the existing system and structure”108. This view is quite correct in China. On
the other hand, we should make full use of the rights which already exist under current
electoral system. Under current circumstances, as more and more citizens take seriously
their constitutional and legal rights to vote and to stand for election, such rights under the
Election Law might well become realised while the effectiveness of some procedures under
the Election Law that serve to substitute for formal elections, such as discussion, consultation,
and deliberation among voters, will be reduced. Hence, the Chinese citizens should take
seriously the rights granted to them by China’s Constitution and Laws.
As to the future of the electoral system of local people’s congresses, the view of Huang Weiping, Tang Juan and Zou Shu-bin from Shenzhen University is that
“the democratic spirit under the electoral system established by existing
legislation has been explored more and more by voters. More and more
108
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voters are making use of their statutory rights to jointly nominate candidates
and to have more candidates than deputies to be elected. This has given us
an important message: development of democracy and progress of a society
do not depend on drastic change of the whole system. Rather, it relies on the
accumulation of each and every minor case of change and the citizens’
demand for the enforcement of their statutory rights. Within the framework of
the electoral system under existing legislation, by following a case-by-case
and progressive approach, and the rule of law principle, China may find a
unique new road towards democracy, i.e. through the practical competitive
election experience of citizens, to promote a new interpretation of the existing
Election Law, and gradually amend and improve the Election Law and
regulations so as to make them more adaptable to the needs of the
development of local competitive election politics”109.
There is no doubt that China should progressively develop its electoral system of local
people’s congresses. Having considered the absolute ruling position of the CPC in China,
the progress may be extremely slow and sometimes it may be difficult to move one step
forward if we rely solely on citizens’ participation in competitive elections of people’s deputies
from bottom up. In China, only when the CPC accepts and promotes the electoral system
reform of people’s congresses, exercises self-restraint, and does not use informal
procedures to interfere with and influence the election of local people’s congresses, can the
electoral system of local people’s congresses possibly have any substantial changes. If one
expects the CPC to actively promote the electoral system reform of the people’s congresses,
one must prove and convince the CPC that such reform won’t affect the ruling status of the
CPC, and might only affect the ruling style of the CPC.
As to the future of the election of all people’s congresses, based on the previous discussion,
there are still many problems with the election of local people’s congresses, especially
township and county people’s congresses. The most fundamental problem is that the election
might not reflect the true wishes of voters, and the election organisers’ interference with and
influence over the election is still very significant. Reform should first start with grassroots
people’s congresses rather than the expansion of direct election to people’s congresses at
higher levels. The biggest advantage of starting reform from the grassroots people’s
congresses is that such reform will only touch upon the ruling style of local CPC Committees
rather than the ruling status of the CPC nationwide. Furthermore, if the electoral system
reform of local people’s congresses proves to be good, that might well contribute to the
consolidation of the ruling status of the CPC.
What finally needs to be pointed out is that what have been discussed here is election of
people’s deputies to the people’s congresses, not about the chairmen or members of the
standing committees of people’s congresses. The chairmen and members of the standing
committees are elected by all the deputies to the people’s congresses and their electoral
system is the same as that of officials of governmental organs and therefore will be
discussed in the next part of this paper.

4.

The Electoral System of Officials of Governmental Organs

4.1

Statutory Provisions on Election of Officials of Governmental Organs

According to the theory of the people’s congress system, the people’s congress at each level
will elect the main officials of all governmental organs at the same level. This has been
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regarded as the fundamental guarantee that the source of state power is people and state
power is finally subject to the control of the people110. Specifically speaking, the NPC will
elect or decide the following main officials of the highest governmental organs: (1) the
Chairman, Vice Chairmen, Secretary-General and members of the NPCSC; (2) the
President and Vice President of the PRC; (3) the candidate for Premier of the State Council;
(4) Vice Premiers, State Councillors, Ministers of all ministries, Commissioners of all
commissions, Auditor-General, and Secretary-General of the State Council; (5) Chairman of
the Central Military Commission; (6) members of the Central Military Commission; (7)
President of the Supreme People’s Court; (8) Procurator-General of the Supreme People’s
Procuratorate 111. As far as election procedure is concerned, the Organic Law of the PRC on
the NPC stipulates that candidates for the Chairman, Vice Chairmen, Secretary-General and
members of the NPCSC, the President and Vice President of the PRC, the President and
Vice President of the PRC, Chairman of the Central Military Commission, President of the
Supreme People’s Court, and Procurator-General of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate,
will be nominated by the Presidium 112 . The Presidium will determine the formal list of
candidates according to majority view after submitting the list of nominated candidates to
each group of delegates for deliberation and consultation113; the candidate for Premier will
be nominated by the President114. Candidates for the State Council will be nominated by the
Premier115. The candidates for the Central Military Commission will be nominated by the
Chairman of the Central Military Commission116. The number of candidates for all above
mentioned positions will be equal to the number of positions available.
According to the provisions of the 1982 Constitution and the Organic Law on LPCG, each
local people’s congress shall elect the members of the standing committee of that congress,
head and deputy heads of the people’s government, including provincial governors and vice
governors, autonomous regional chairmen and vice chairmen, mayors and vice mayors,
prefectural leaders and deputy leaders, county heads and deputy heads, district heads and
deputy heads, township heads and deputy heads, presidents of the people’s courts, and
public prosecutor-generals of the people’s procuratorates. 117 The same Organic Law
stipulates that the Presidium of and deputies to the same people’s congress shall exercise
this right according to law 118 . Hence, the head and deputy heads of local people’s
governments will be elected by the people’s congress at the same level and the right to
nominate candidates for main officials of local people’s governments will also be exercised
by the Presidium of or the deputies to the people’s congress at the same level.
The main difference between elections of main officials of central and local governmental
organs is that for central governmental organs, the number of candidates equals the number
of positions available whereas for local governmental organs the number of candidates
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should in principle be more than the number of positions available and only in exceptional
cases can the number of candidates be equal to the number of positions available. This
principle was first laid down in the 1979 Organic Law on LPCG 119 , and has had some
changes thereafter. 120 The present statutory provision was incorporated by the 1995
Amendments. Article 22(1) of the Organic Law on LPCG stipulates clearly that “[T]he
number of candidates for people's congress standing committee chairmen and secretary
generals, township, minority nationality township, and town people's congress chairmen,
people's government regular leaders, people's court presidents, and public prosecutorgenerals should be generally more than one, for election balance; when there is only one
nominated candidate, elections can still be held . . . .” Article 24 of the same Organic Law
provides that “If the number of the elected persons who obtain more than half of the votes is
less than the number of persons needed to be elected, another election shall be held to
make up the difference , . . .” The latter election should be competitive and the number of
candidates should be more than the positions available. 121 The same Organic Law also
provides that “when by-elections are held by the local people's congresses at various levels
for various positions of local governmental organs, the number of candidates may exceed or
equal the number of vacancies . . . .”122 It can be seen from these statutory provisions that
with the exception of heads of governmental organs and by-election of all heads and deputy
heads of all governmental organs, election should follow the principle that the number of
candidates should be more than the number of positions available.
Statutory provisions for pre-elections are also relevant to the election of officials to local
governmental organs. The 1979 Organic Law on LPCG provided that pre-elections could be
used to determine formal candidates when the number of candidates was more than the
number of positions available in an election. But the 1982 Amendments changed this to “An
election may follow the principle that the number of candidates may be more than the
number of positions available. Pre-elections may also be used to determine candidates
before the election is held”. Scholars’ interpretation of this provision is that the number of
candidates can be equal to the number of positions available if a pre-election is held123. The
1995 Amendments added a condition that the number of formal candidates must be more
than the number of positions available. That is to say, when the number of preliminary
candidates nominated exceeds the statutory maximum number, a pre-election should be
held. But after the pre-election, the number of formal candidates must be more than the
number of positions available. Hence, scholars are of the view that pre-election under the
Organic law on LPCG after 1995 Amendments has become a statutory democratic
procedure in determining formal candidates for indirect elections124.
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It can be seen from the above discussion that although officials of both central and local
people’s governments are elected by the people’s congresses at the same levels there is a
substantial difference between them. The nomination process for candidates for central
governmental organs to a large extent is under the control of the Presidium and the number
of candidates is equal to the number of positions available. Hence, the legislative intention is
very clear that all nominated candidates should be elected by the NPC and/or the NPCSC
and there should not be any problems in the process of determination of formal candidates
and formal election. As for the election of heads of local governmental organs, the relevant
statutory provisions have also left room for an election in which the number of candidates is
equal to the number of positions available. As for deputy heads of local governmental organs,
it is clearly provided that the number of candidates must be more than the number of
positions available. Such unequal arrangements show that the degree of democracy differs in
the election processes in which people’s congresses at different levels exercise their
statutory right to elect officials to governmental organs. The relevant people’s congresses do
not really enjoy the authority to democratically elect officials to central governmental organs
and heads of governmental organs at local levels. For deputy heads of local governmental
organs, local people’s congresses enjoy comparatively more authority.
4.2

Policy Analysis

The relevant statutory provisions discussed above relate in essence to the relationship
between the people’s congresses’ authority to democratically elect and/or appoint officials of
governmental organs at the same level and the leadership of the CPC. As far as the electoral
system of officials to both central and local people’s governmental organs is concerned, the
leadership of the CPC functions through the specific policy of the CPC that the CPC will be
responsible for the selection and administration of cadres (officials). The issue becomes then
the relationship between this CPC policy and the people’s congress system.
The principle that the CPC is responsible for the selection of cadres is a fundamental
principle of the CPC, and a reflection in practice of the Chinese Constitutional principle of
insistence on the leadership of the CPC. The Central Committee of the CPC adopted in 2002
the “Regulations on the Selection and Appointment Work of Cadres of Both CPC and
Governmental Organs” (“the Regulations”), which stipulates explicitly that the principle must
be followed in the selection and appointment of cadres of both CPC and governmental
organs 125 . One scholar has summarised the principle into two aspects: one is that the
relevant CPC organs enjoy the authority of appointment and administration of cadres. The
other is that this principle includes administration and appointment of all cadres by the CPC
organs at different levels126.
Article 4 of the Regulations provides:
“These regulations apply to the selection and appointment of cadres to the
working departments and/or internal institutes of the Central Committee of the
CPC, the NPCSC, the State Council, the National People’s Consultative
Committee, the Central Disciplinary Committee of the CPC, officials (not
including the heads) to the Supreme People’s Court, Supreme People’s
Procuratorate and their internal institutions, officials to local CPC organs,
people’s congresses, people’s governments, political consultative committees,
125
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people’s courts, people’s procuratorates at and above county level, and their
internal institutions, as well as officials to the internal institutions of the working
organs mentioned above.
Reference should be made to these regulations for the selection and
appointment of officials to institutions directly under the leadership of the CPC
organs and people’s governments at and above county level, trade unions,
youth leagues of the CPC, women’s association and any other people’s
organisations.
Reference should be made to these regulations in the selection and
appointment of officials who are not CPC members.
Reference should also be made to these regulations in the selection and
appointment of persons to non-leaders’ positions above county level (Chuji).”
It can be seen from this provision that the scope of application of the Regulations is very
broad, covering the selection and appointment of all cadres at and above county level,
cadres of all CPC organs, and cadres of all governmental organs, whether CPC members or
non CPC members.
The CPC will not give up this principle. The issue then becomes whether this principle can
exist in harmony with the people’s congress system, and how to reform the election of
officials of both central and local governmental organs under this principle. Article 43 of the
Regulations states that “when a CPC Committee recommends to a people’s congress or its
standing committee candidates of officials to positions which need to be elected, appointed or
decided by either a people’s congress or its standing committee, it should first introduce its
recommendation opinions to the interim CPC organ within the people’s congress or the CPC
organisation of the standing committee of the people’s congress. The interim CPC organ, the
CPC organisation within the standing committee of the people’s congress and CPC members
of the standing committee and of the people’s congress, should seriously implement the
recommendation opinions of the CPC Committee, take the lead in doing things according to
the law, and correctly perform their obligations.” This provision clearly requires the CPC
organisations and members within the people’s congress and its standing committee to obey
the decisions made by the relevant CPC organs and support the candidates recommended to
the people’s congress by the relevant CPC Committee. Under present circumstances where
a majority of members of people’s congresses at all levels are CPC members, if there is
nothing unusual happening, it will be very easy for the candidates recommended by CPC
Committees to be successfully elected.
While emphasising the leadership of the CPC, the Regulations also recognise the importance
of democratic election procedure, and stipulate open selection and competition for post as
one of the methods to select and appoint cadres of both CPC and governmental organs127.
But this method only applies to the officials of departments of local CPC Committees and
local governments 128 , and the whole process is also under the leadership of the CPC
organisations and the final decision-making power is also in the hands of the CPC
Committees (or organisations)129.
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Hence, from a policy perspective, the CPC Committees possess the appointment authority of
cadres at county level or above and the purpose of elections of officials to governmental
organs by people’s congresses at the same level is to implement the decisions made by the
relevant CPC Committees. As to officials below county level, their selection and appointment
are not governed by the Regulations and hence there is more room for reform. The White
Paper does not make any policy guidelines with regard to the reform of the election of
officials to various governmental organs.
4.3

Analysis of Election Practice

As for the election of township and county heads, the usual practice in China can be
summarised as follows. Firstly, the organisation department of the CPC Committee at the
relevant level will conduct a review of cadres and consult the masses. Then the CPC
Committee at the same level will collectively decide the candidates and recommend them to
the presidium of the people’s congress at the same level, and the presidium will formally
nominate them as candidates to the people’s congress. In law, the deputies to the people’s
congress have lawful rights to jointly nominate candidates and such rights should not be
interfered with. But if any other candidates have been nominated who are not candidates
nominated by the CPC, the usual practice of the CPC Committee actually in charge of the
election is either to use political means to persuade those who made the nomination to
withdraw their nomination or to prevent the candidates so nominated from participating in the
election. Hence in reality, the CPC monopolises the nomination, and the lawful right of
deputies to jointly nominate candidates is denied by the CPC130. The first part of the CPC
practice is consistent with the relevant statutory provisions and also in accordance with the
Regulations. But the second part of it, i.e., to persuade the nominators to withdraw their
nomination and to prevent such nominees from participating in elections, is neither lawful nor
in accordance with the Regulations.
But since 1998 onwards, this traditional practice has faced challenges in the election of
officials at township and county levels, and has attracted the attention of both Chinese and
foreign scholars. In one article entitled “Research on the Reform of Township Election
Method in Mainland China” 131 , four scholars from Shenzhen University analyse some
experimental cases of township head election reform during the period from 1998 to 2001
and list five different models used in township elections. The author has found two additional
models. The seven models can be put into two categories: (i) models in full compliance with
existing statutory provisions but different from traditional election practice; and (ii) models
deviating from statutory provisions. They are summarised as follows.

（a） Models in Compliance with Existing Statutory Provisions
Out of the seven models, only one is in full compliance with existing statutory provisions,
which is the “direct nomination and election” model. At the end of 1998, eleven towns in ten
counties in Mianyang City in Sichuan Province were selected to try a new method to elect
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township heads in which candidates would be directly nominated and elected by deputies to
township people’s congresses132. According to the provisions of the Organic Law on LPCG133,
candidates in all eleven selected towns in Mianyang were jointly nominated by people’s
deputies to the relevant people’s congresses. Twenty three candidates in total were
nominated. Three out of the eleven towns had only one candidate each. In the other eight
towns, the number of candidates was more than one. Throughout the election process, the
organisation department of the relevant CPC Committee in charge of elections did not set
any requirements or give any suggestions. Candidates were required to answer any
questions raised freely by people’s deputies within a fixed time limit. The order for candidates
to answer questions was decided by drawing lots. When formal elections were held, deputies
could cast their votes according to their own will without any interference as rooms for secret
ballots were arranged in advance. After all people’s deputies cast their votes and the ballots
were counted, the election result was announced immediately and certificates for winning the
elections were issued on site134. The final result was that in seven towns, the incumbent
township heads won the election, while in the remaining four towns new heads were elected.
All those who won the elections were CPC members135.

（b） Models in Conflict with Existing Statutory Requirements
“Zhi Xuan” (Direct Election)
Of the models which have gone beyond the limits of existing statutory requirements, the one
which should be discussed first is the township head election in Buyun Town, which is
regarded as the first case of direct township head election in China136. At the end of 1998,
Buyun Town in Shizhong District, Suining City, Sichuan Province started the experiment of
allowing citizens to directly elect the township head. With the support of the CPC Committee
of Shizhong District, the Presidium of Buyun Township People’s Congress adopted the “Trial
Method for Direct Election of Township Head by Voters in Buyun Town of Shizhong District of
Suining City” (“the Trial Method”). According to the Trial Method, any 30 voters might jointly
nominate a candidate for township head. As a result, 15 candidates were nominated in this
way. Thereafter, a joint committee of 162 persons consisting of all village cadres,
representatives of village residents, cadres of village residents’ groups, members of the
Presidium of Buyun Township People’s Congress, and all officials of the township CPC
Committee and governmental organs voted on the 15 candidates in a pre-election. The two
getting the most votes in the pre-election became formal candidates for township head. In
addition, the CPC Committee also nominated one formal candidate, so in total there were
three formal candidates for direct election. Thirteen meetings were arranged thereafter in
different villages for the three candidates to deliver their election competition speeches to
voters and to answer any questions raised by voters. Thereafter, all voters in Buyun Town
cast their votes. After the election, the Buyun Township People’s Congress held a meeting in
which deputies clapped their hands to recognise the township head elected by voters. So on
4 January 1999, the very first directly elected township head entered office. That township
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head is also regarded as the first governmental official directly elected by voters in China137.
This model of direct election is competitive, uses ballots, and uses the one-person-one-vote
method to elect the township head. According to the current Constitution and Election Law,
however, it is the authority of a township people’s congress to elect a township head. So the
reform in Buyun Town deviated significantly from the existing electoral system and has been
described as unconstitutional138.
“Sanlun Liangpiao Zhi” (Two Ballots in Three Rounds)
In 1999 when Dapeng Town in Longgang District in Shenzhen City held its township head
election, it experimented with reform. The whole town was divided into 17 small districts
according to the number of voters in the CPC and governmental organs, enterprises, villages
and residential communities. Each district organised meetings of voters, in which voters
could nominate candidates for township head through secret ballot according to the
requirements set down in advance for candidacy 139 . In the end, 76 candidates were
nominated in total, of whom the incumbent township head, Li Wei-wen, got the highest votes,
3,323, or 65.8% of total votes 140 . The township CPC Committee then examined the
qualifications of the six candidates who got more than 100 votes, and came to the
conclusion that five out of them met the requirements and would become preliminary
candidates for township head. All these five preliminary candidates were then required to
give their election speeches at a gathering of 1,068 persons consisting of all CPC members,
cadres, workers and representatives of all families in villages in the town. All those present at
the gathering would give their comments on the 5 preliminary candidates and cast their
votes to determine the best candidate. The one who got the highest votes would be
recommended to the township people’s congress as the only candidate after examination
and confirmation by the township CPC Committee. The person who got the highest votes
was Li Wei-wen, with 813 votes in total, which was 76% of all votes cast. The township
people’s congress then held its meeting to formally elect Li Wei-wen as township head for
another term141. Out of the three rounds of voting, the first round represented the will of the
general public; the second round represented the will of the representatives present at the
gathering. Scholars called these two rounds together as recommendation votes of the
people’s will. The third round was the statutory election vote. That is why this election model
is called “three rounds two votes”142.
Some scholars are of the view that the election in Dapeng Town created a new model in
which the township head is democratically elected while the existing system for the election
of township head has also been followed. It is therefore regarded as an invention.
Furthermore, they are of the view that this model has combined the indirect democratic
mechanism of the people’s congress system with the democratic mechanism of direct
election by the voters, and that the new model has combined insistence on the leadership of
the CPC with giving a full role to democracy143. Since in this model the candidate who gets
the highest votes in the first two rounds is nominated as the only candidate to the township
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people’s congress, it has in effect denied the deputies to the township people’s congress
their statutory rights to jointly nominate candidates for township head. The author is therefore
of the view that this model has gone beyond existing legal norms for township head elections.
“Mintui Jingxuan” (Competition Based on Mass Recommendation)
This new model first appeared in the township head election held in November 2004 in
Jiangjiashan Town, Kecheng District, Quzhou City, Zhejiang Province. Under this new model,
firstly, three preliminary candidates are nominated through the recommendation of all cadres
at township level, the recommendation of representatives of village cadres and residents,
and the recommendation of all members of the district. Secondly, the organisation
department of Kecheng District CPC Committee organises the three preliminary candidates
to go to different areas in Jiangjiashan Town to deliver their election speeches and to answer
questions from village residents. Thereafter all qualified village residents and employees in
governmental organs in that town and in township enterprises cast their votes to elect two
candidates. At last the Presidium of Jiangjiashen Township People’s Congress holds a
meeting to nominate these two candidates as formal candidates for township head according
to statutory procedure. After the two candidates give their election speeches, all deputies to
the township people’s congress cast their votes and the one who gets more votes is
successfully elected as township head144.
Compared with the “three rounds two votes” model, this model has changed the nomination
of candidates by voters to “nomination through three kinds of recommendation”, and has
also changed one candidate determined by the township CPC Committee to two candidates
determined by a group of persons of different backgrounds. Hence, this new model could
better represent the will of the general public in the town and also be more competitive. But
this model does not let the deputies to the township people’s congress exercise their right to
jointly nominate candidates. It could also be argued that this model has gone beyond the
limits of existing legal norms for elections.
“Hai xuan” (Nomination of Candidates and Election by the Masses)
Hai xuan started with the election of village residents’ committees. It has in recent years
been used in the election of township and even county heads. It was reported that one
county head was elected through “Hai xuan” in October 2004 in Fuyu County in QiQiHaEr
City, Heilongjiang Province. In this county, the right to nominate candidates for governmental
officials was given to ordinary citizens. After nomination, all officials at middle level and
above in the governmental organ where the elected person would work, i.e. Fuyu County,
would ask the candidates questions face to face, make observations on the performance of
the candidates, and then elect, through voting, six candidates. The results would be
announced immediately on site. The six candidates would then go through the election
procedure and one would be elected as county head. Wang Zhao-xian, aged 39, was the
first county head elected through this new procedure145. Du Ji-ming, the deputy secretarygeneral of the CPC Committee in QiQiHaEr City in charge of selection and appointment of
governmental officials, was of the view that his city had gradually formed some basic norms
and procedures for selection and appointment of officials based on “democratic
recommendation, public evaluation, mass nomination, examination of more candidates than
posts available, and decision made by ballots”. He further observed that his city had given
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sufficient consideration to the public’s right to information, right to participation, right to
selection and right to supervision. Throughout the election process, openness and
transparency had been emphasised and required in order to ensure fairness and justice in
election. Nomination by ordinary citizens was the key element of the whole process of
election 146 . Official media noted that the practice in QiQiHaEr City was a positive
development in direct elections at the level of local governmental organs, and is a reflection
of the deepening of democratic practice147.
Strictly speaking, the model is not really election of a county head by the masses (haixuan).
It is only the nomination of candidates for county head by the masses. Not all voters in the
county could cast votes to determine the candidates, just officials at middle level or above in
the county. Once the candidates are seleced, the election is held according to existing
election law to elect the county head from among those candidates. The method used to
determine formal candidates in this model can also be argued to have gone beyond the
limits of existing legal norms for elections because the right to nominate candidates has
been taken away from the deputies to the people’s congress.
“Gongtui Gongxuan” (Public Recommendation and Public Election)
Nanbu County in Sichuan Province decided to use “public recommendation and public
election” to elect 178 deputy township heads in 79 towns in Nanbu County during the period
between October and 27 December 1998. The county CPC Committee adopted “Methods
for Candidates’ Competition in Public Recommendation and Public Election”, stipulating the
requirements, conditions and specific procedures for participation in the competition. Before
the formal election of township people’s congresses, 1,057 people registered to participate in
the election either through nomination by the CPC Committees, or through nomination by
ordinary citizens, or through self-nomination. After examination by the county CPC
Committee, 689 people had satisfied the basic requirements and became preliminary
candidates. They made public campaign speeches and answered questions before the
evaluation panel consisting of heads of the county CPC Committee, county government,
county people’s congress, and county people’s political consultative committee. The topics
for them to address and questions for them to answer were chosen from 500 topics and
3,000 questions prepared by the organisation department of the county CPC Committee. In
addition, every preliminary candidate had to answer three questions from the panel and
deputies to township people’s congresses. Their performance was evaluated and marked by
panel members and deputies to township people’s congresses. For each position, the
preliminary candidate who got the highest votes became a formal candidate. Ten or more
deputies to a township people’s congress chose another formal candidate from the
remaining preliminary candidates. Then all deputies to a township people’s congress cast
their votes and the candidate who got more votes became deputy township head. The result
was announced immediately after the election. In the whole county, a total of 175 persons
became deputy township heads through this method, out of whom 46 were previously
deputy township heads, 51 were previously officials of governmental organs, 15 previously
held managerial posts in institutions, 12 had been teachers, 36 had been employees of
institutions, 7 were officials employed previously by county or municipal governments, 4
were previously management staff in enterprises, and 4 were previously village CPC
secretaries. Ten candidates who were previously deputy township heads lost in the
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election148. This model does not deny the nomination right of deputies of township people’s
congresses and only restricts that right by allowing them to nominate one candidate only.
Although this model is better than those models already discussed above, strictly speaking,
this model still restricts the nomination right of deputies to township people’s congresses.
In the second half of 2003, the organisation department of the Jiangsu Provincial CPC
Committee used the “public recommendation and public election” method in the selection of
county head and mayor for the first time in China. The procedure was as follows. On 17
October the arrangement was announced by the secretary of the Changzhou Municipal CPC
Committee. Three days were given for registration. When the registration period was over on
20 October, the organisation department of the Changzhou Municipal CPC Committee
reviewed the qualifications of those who had registered149. Then it was up to more than
1,000 officials at deputy county head level or above to cast the first round of votes on those
registered candidates. More than 60 officials at deputy mayor level or above cast the second
round of votes to select seven candidates, out of 59 who had survived the first round. They
were the first batch of mayoral candidates through “public recommendation and public
election” in China150. On 1 November, the seven candidates formally went to Jintan City to
prepare their research reports on Jintan. Seven days later, they were invited to give their
campaign speeches and answer questions, and be evaluated by experts and ordinary
citizens. On that basis, three candidates were chosen out of the seven as preliminary
candidates. On 11 November, the organisation department of the Jiangsu Provincial CPC
Committee conducted an examination of the three preliminary candidates. On 23 November,
Changzhou Municipal CPC Committee held its meeting to decide through secret ballot one
mayoral candidate, and Wu Xiao-dong was selected. On 17 December, the Standing
Committee of Jintan Municipal People’s Congress held a meeting in which Wu Xiao-dong
won the support of all deputies to become acting mayor in Jintan City151. In this model, the
nomination right of the Standing Committee of Jintan Municipal People’s Congress was
denied. It is therefore also possible to argue that this model has gone beyond the limits of
existing legal norms for elections.
“Xinren Toupiao” (Vote of Confidence)
Before the election for the change of term of the township people’s government in Zhuoli
Town, Linli County, Shanxi Province, a vote of confidence was held between 1st and 18th April
1999 for all voters in the town to express confidence, basic confidence, or no confidence in
the heads of the township CPC Committee, the government and the people’s congress. The
organiser of the voting, Linyi County CPC Committee, adopted the “Implementation Plan for
the Survey of Public Confidence in Main Officials in Zhuoli Town” (“the Implementation Plan”).
The Implementation Plan stipulated that if an official received over 50% no confidence votes,
he could not be a candidate for the same position next time; if he got more than 40% no
confidence votes, the CPC Committee at the next level above would send a person to, give
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him advice and a warning; if he got more than 30% no confidence votes, the organisation
department of the CPC Committee at the next level above would get more information about
him and help him to improve his work performance; if he got less than 15% no confidence
votes, the county CPC Committee would issue a circular to commend him. Before holding the
vote of confidence, at both village and township levels, relevant laws were broadly explained
to the general public. Some basic information as well as the achievements of the three
persons in the last three years were also widely disseminated. One open meeting was held
for the three persons to report what they had done to the public. After the meeting, their basic
information and the main contents of their reports delivered at the meeting were distributed to
all groups of village residents for discussion and comments. Thereafter, on 18th April, 17 ballot
stations were established where all voters including village residents, officials, and workers
could cast their votes on the three persons. Meanwhile, an election was held for the change
of term of the township people’s congress. The result was that all three persons got more
than 90% of votes of confidence and/or basic confidence152. Since under this model those
who got less than 50% votes of confidence and/or basic confidence couldn’t be candidates
for heads of the township CPC Committee, people’s government, and people’s congress, this
may conflict with the nomination rights of the deputies to the township people’s government.

（c）Analysis and Comments
The appearance of seven different models for the election of officials of local people’s
governments indicates that some local governments have, with the support of local CPC
Committees, started experimental reforms of election of heads of local people’s governments
in order to find an election model which is most suitable for China’s democratic development.
What should first be discussed is the reason behind all these experimental reforms. One
scholar who was directly involved in the planning of direct elections in Buyun Town has
pointed out that one of the reasons is that many officials of local people’s governments
wanted their towns to be the first to start political system reform in China153. All the seven
cases discussed above are regarded as the first in one or another aspect. That scholar has
argued that this motivation to become China’s first in election reform may become an
important factor helping to break through obstacles to political reform 154 . Though this
possibility can’t be excluded, if what he has suggested is the real or main reason for local
governmental officials to initiate political reforms, then what those local officials cared for is
not really the democratic progress of the electoral system, and it will be doubtful whether the
effect of their reforms will last.
Secondly, only one out of the seven models, i.e. “direct nomination and election” tried in
Mianyang, Sichuan Province, is in full compliance with existing legal norms for election. The
other six models have more or less gone beyond the limits of existing Election Law. During
the author’s investigation in X Town in Qingxin County, Guangdong Province, some deputies
to the people’s congress expressed the view that it was better to let voters to directly elect
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the township head because it would be more democratic. However, one newly elected
village head in X town believed it would be better to let deputies to the people’s congress
elect the township head. His reason was that most village residents did not know the
candidates at all while deputies to the township people’s congress had more contact with the
township government and more chance to meet the candidates, so they would know the
candidates better. Furthermore, the candidates for township head were determined by the
CPC Committee rather than being nominated by voters155. Thus there exist different views
on whether or not the existing electoral system for heads of local governments is appropriate.
One issue caused by the six models of election reform is whether or not the electoral system
for heads of local people’s governments will only have its future if one violates the existing
statutory rules, even the Constitution. According to the provisions of the 1982 Constitution
and Election Law, officials of all governmental organs will be elected by the people’s
congress at the same level. Hence, the heads of governmental organs are all indirectly
elected, and will have similar disadvantages/problems to those of indirect elections of
people’s congresses. But this is determined by the nature of the people’s congress system,
which is in essence a parliamentary system. One essential characteristic of a parliamentary
system is that parliament will organise the government. So long as China has no intention to
make any substantial amendment to the people’s congress system, it will then be
unavoidable that officials of governmental organs at one level will be indirectly elected by the
people’s congress at the same level.
Some scholars specialising in political science are of the view that it is possible to violate the
provisions for elections in the Constitution and Election Law and Chinese society should
adopt an understanding and appreciative attitude to such experimental reform156. As a legal
scholar, the author holds the view that any improvement of the current electoral system
should first be considered within the framework of the existing Constitution and other relevant
legal norms. If it is proved that the existing electoral system does constitute an obstacle to
democratic election, it should be amended first before an election is held. Every reform to be
undertaken must be carried out lawfully. The “direct nomination and election” model tried in
Mianyang in Sichuan Province proves that it is possible under the current system that the
election of heads of local people’s governments can not only be consistent with the people’s
congress system, but also be democratic.
The six models which have gone beyond the limits of existing legal norms have in substance
violated the people’s congress system, which is a parliamentary system. It is not the view of
the author of this paper that the people’s congress system should not or need not be
reformed. On the contrary, the author holds the view that changes should be made to many
aspects of the people’s congress system. But the CPC has in all formal documents insisted
clearly on the people’s congress system. It is therefore foreseeable in the near future that
the nature of the people’s congress system, i.e. the nature of a parliamentary system, will not
change. Hence, the author is of the view that any proposals to amend the people’s congress
system should not deviate from the fundamentals of a parliamentary system. In the direct
election process in Buyun Town, the deputies to the people’s congress only clapped their
hands to show their acceptance of the candidate who had won the direct election and to
confirm the validity of the direct election. The role of the people’s congress was rather
symbolic. That is why some scholars have challenged the constitutionality of the direct
election of township heads as the Constitution and Organic Law on LPCG stipulate clearly
that a township head should be elected by the township people’s congress, rather than be
directly elected by voters. The Legal Daily in China published a front page article on 19th
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January 1999 to argue that the direct election held in Buyun Town was unlawful and
unconstitutional157. Later on, the Central Committee of the CPC also issued a document,
stating that no further direct elections should be held. That is why in the 2001 election in
Buyun Town, only one formal candidate for township head was directly elected by voters and
that candidate was put to the township people’s congress to be elected as township head158.
Though the other five models have also gone beyond the limits of existing legal rules, they
only violate the exercise of nomination rights, and do not deny the people’s congress its final
authority to choose the township head or county head. Hence, they have received implied
consent from the CPC. Out of those five models, “public recommendation and competition”,
“public recommendation and public election”, and “haixuan” could have two problems. One is
how to ensure that the nomination process for formal candidates is lawful, fair and just. This
is because in the nomination process, CPC Committees, other governmental organs, and
individuals all have the right to recommend candidates. The issue is how to choose the
formal candidates out of all the candidates nominated through different channels. Once the
formal candidates are decided, the second issue is how to put forward these candidates to
the people’s congress in compliance with the Constitution and other laws without restricting
the authority of the people’s congress and giving the public the impression that the people’s
congress is only a rubber stamp. This is also a thorny issue. Strictly according to the theory
of the people’s congress system, only the presidium of the people’s congress at the same
level has the authority to decide formal candidates. But in “mass recommendation and
competition” tried in Jiangjiashan Town, “public recommendation and public election” tried in
Nanbu County and Changzhou City, and “haixuan” tried in QiQiHaEr City, preliminary
candidates were all selected by other organisations and later submitted to the presidium for
confirmation. These models’ disadvantages include: (1) the legality of the procedure to select
preliminary candidates is doubtful; (2) the presidium has become a rubber stamp and does
not really exercise the authority granted to it by the Constitution and other laws. Their
advantage is that it is certain that all preliminary candidates will have strong public support.
Another issue worthy of attention and discussion arising from the seven models is the role of
the CPC Committees in elections. Quite obviously, local CPC Committees play significant
roles in six out of the seven models with the exception of the “direct nomination and election”
model. This is consistent with the long-term policy of the CPC, i.e. the CPC is responsible for
the administration of officials. Firstly in the process of deciding preliminary candidates, the
CPC Committees have already played a positive role. Secondly, the presidium of a people’s
congress is usually controlled by the local CPC Committee. Hence, in fact, it can be said that
the CPC Committees are in actual control of the nomination of formal candidates. Since the
Decision of the 4th Plenum of the 16th National Assembly of the CPC has emphasised the
need to strengthen the governance capacity of the CPC, it seems unrealistic to demand the
adoption of a multi-party system in China. On the other hand, however, the CPC has also
emphasised the need to have socialist rule of law in China. Furthermore, implementation of
rule of law and protection of human rights have been incorporated into the Constitution
through the 2004 Amendments. Hence, the top level of the CPC wants everything done by
the CPC to be consistent with the rule of law principle and protection of human rights
principle. The common understanding of Chinese scholars is that rule of law means first
constitutionalism, i.e. to rule the country according to the Constitution. The author is not of
the view that the CPC should not play any role in the procedure for nomination of preliminary
candidates for officials of local governmental organs. What it should do is to get involved
through constitutional and lawful means. That is to say, the CPC should operate within the
framework of the Constitution, rather than outside the constitutional structure.
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Nobody is saying that the CPC Committees did not get involved in the “direct nomination and
election” model tried by Mianyang City in Sichuan Province. But so long as the participation
of the CPC is in compliance with the Constitution and the laws, it is worthy of
recommendation and study. Some scholars have expressed the view that the Mianyang
model “has made full use of the nomination right granted to voters and people’s deputies by
the Constitution and Election Law, and has violated the existing conventions on real political
operation, i.e. nomination of candidates, and has given up the control of the CPC over voters
and the selection of candidates. In so doing, it has not only enhanced the democracy of the
township head election, but also moved a step towards strengthening and improving the
people’s congress system”159. In reality, however, it was quite obvious that Mianyang City
had some control over the election. For example, it has been reported that in the election
process candidates were not allowed to campaign for votes. Hence some scholars have
expressed the view that this has limited the participation of ordinary voters in the election
and therefore the whole election process is much less competitive 160 . The real intention
behind the prohibition on campaigning for votes is most likely that the local CPC Committee
wanted to control the end result of the election.
From the previous discussion of the principle that the CPC will be responsible for the
administration of officials, we know that it means the CPC enjoys authority over the
appointment of officials. Under the people’s congress system, however, the people’s
congress should enjoy the authority to appoint officials of local governmental organs. So
there may be an irreconcilable conflict between the principle and the people’s congress
system. It is therefore necessary to modify either one of the two or both of them so as to
remove the conflict.
The specific suggestions of the author are as follows. Firstly, as the principle that the CPC is
responsible for administration of officials is unchallengeable, what can be considered is to
maintain the CPC’s authority to nominate preliminary candidates for official posts to local
people’s congresses, but not the authority of final decision on such appointments. Secondly,
the right of the deputies to a people’s congress to nominate candidates can be maintained if
the first suggestion is adopted. Alternatively, and perhaps preferably, is that such nomination
right can be repealed and handed back to voters as already tried in some of the models. If
this suggestion is followed, the relevant provisions in the Constitution and Organic Law on
LPCG will have to be amended. Thirdly, it is appropriate to amend the Organic Law on
LPCG by stipulating that pre-elections will be held for voters to elect formal candidates from
all preliminary candidates according to the maximum statutory number allowed under the
Organic Law on LPCG. Fourthly, all the formal candidates selected through pre-election can
then be submitted to the people’s congress for it to elect officials to local people’s
governments.
What then will be the future for the electoral system of officials in local people’s governments?
With this question in mind, the author conducted field study in June 2005 in two places in
Guangdong Province (Qingxin County and Y Town in Dongguan City). The author found that
no reform of the existing electoral system has been undertaken or planned in those two
places. One official from the Standing Committee of Qingxin County People’s Congress
expressed the view that any reform to the electoral system should be carried out according
to the principle of gradual and orderly progress. The author believes the election of officials
to most local governments in China is the same as that in the two places the author has
visited. That means they still follow the traditional method to elect officials to local
governmental organs. Local CPC Committees are still basically in control of appointment of
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officials to local governmental organs. Though some experimental reforms of the election of
township and county heads have appeared in China, these cases won’t affect the broad
picture as mentioned above. That means in the near future, the traditional election method
will still be widely used in China. Under such circumstances, China should start with
democracy within the CPC and select officials according to the Regulations. Once that is
achieved, China can further consider democratic election of officials to local governmental
organs.
5.

The Electoral System of the CPC and Its Reform

It is not difficult to notice from the discussion in the previous three parts that the CPC has an
important role to play in these electoral systems, especially the last two. The principle that the
CPC will be responsible for the selection and administration of governmental officials
determines that the CPC has direct influence in not only the selection of candidates for
governmental officials but also the actual appointment of those officials. If the CPC organs do
not function democratically, the candidates for governmental officials recommended by them
won’t be the result of a democratic system. That is to say, the degree of democracy within the
CPC will directly influence the degree of democracy of the election results of deputies to the
people’s congresses and governmental officials. It is, therefore, necessary to discuss the
electoral system within the CPC and its reform.
According to the Charter of the CPC as amended in 2002, the electoral system of the CPC
can be summarised as follows. The highest organ of power within the CPC is its national
congress and the Central Committee elected by the national congress. The CPC’s organs of
power at local levels are its local congresses and the committees elected by such local
congresses. A CPC Committee will be accountable to and report to the CPC’s congress at
the corresponding level161. The CPC’s organs of power at all levels should be formed through
election162. Hence, the electoral system within the CPC includes the election of deputies to
the CPC congresses and the election of the Central Committee and various local committees.
Both the deputies to all CPC congresses and the Central Committee as well as various local
committees must be elected through secret ballot. The list of candidates will be formed
through consultation between the CPC organs and their members. Elections can be held
either directly if the number of candidates is more than the positions available or after a
formal list of candidates is formed through a pre-election163. At central level, all members of
the Central Committee will elect the members of the Central Political Bureau, members of the
Standing Committee of the Central Political Bureau, as well as the Secretary-General of the
Central Committee who must be a member of the Standing Committee of the Central Political
Bureau 164 . At local levels, all members of a CPC Committee shall elect its head, deputy
heads as well as its standing committee. The election results must be approved by the CPC
Committee at the next level above 165 . At the grassroots level, the CPC will establish its
grassroots CPC organs which will be elected either by all CPC members or by their
deputies166. Similarly, the head and deputy heads elected by either all CPC members or their
deputies should also be approved by the CPC Committee at the next level above167.
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One can see from the above provisions that the design of the electoral system within the
CPC is very similar to the electoral system of the people’s congresses, including the preelection of candidates. From the discussion in Part three of this paper, we know that the
election will often become one in which the number of candidates will be equal to the number
of positions available if a pre-election is held 168 . One essential difference between the
electoral system of the CPC and that of the people’s congresses is that the election results
with regard to the head and deputy heads of a grassroots CPC organ or a CPC Committee
won’t be effective until they are approved by the CPC Committee at the next level above.
This indicates that the CPC Committee at the next level above enjoys veto power over the
election results below and the relationship between the CPC organs at different levels is that
of a leader and one who is led.
It was reported in 2003 that President Hu Jin-tao had already put democracy within the CPC
on the agenda 169 . It has also been reported recently by foreign media that all CPC
Committees at township levels in Sichuan Province have been required to have their heads
democratically elected. That report notes that the CPC is undertaking electoral reform within
the CPC, of which the intention seems to design China’s one party democracy in order to
avoid the fate that its one party system will finally be discarded170. In fact, the CPC started in
the end of the 1980s a number of experiments with electoral reform within the CPC at
different localities in China171.
The first is the reform of the CPC congresses, which has two specific aspects. One is the
experiment of standing CPC congresses. The CPC started its experiment in 1998 in twelve
different counties/cities in five provinces, starting with Shujiang District in Taizhou City of
Zhejiang Province172. The essence of the reform is to change the deputies to a CPC
congress to standing deputies, meaning that they are always available, so that a congress
can be held once a year173. The other is reform of the election of deputies. One fundamental
reform is to allow all CPC members to directly elect their deputies. The direct election of
deputies to a CPC congress at county level in Ya An City of Sichuan Province in December
2002 is believed to be the first of its kind in China174. Related procedural reforms also include
the procedure for a CPC member to nominate him/herself to compete in the election and the
procedure for making campaign speeches175. Other experiments relating to the election of
deputies include: (1) the reduction of quota for deputies, which usually amounts to a more
than 20% decrease in the number of deputies; (2) making the election units smaller so that
CPC members within an election unit will have a better understanding of and supervision
over the candidates; (3) the number of candidates has been increased to 40% more than the
number of deputies to be elected176. Comments on these experiments have not been
consistent. Some are of the view that the reform will make it possible for a CPC congress to
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play its role and contribute to democracy within the CPC. Others are of view that the cost for
such reform is too high and the reform may well affect the efficiency of decision-making
within the CPC177.
The second reform is of the election of a CPC organ in a village. As early as 1997, one
county in Shenyang City of Liaoning Province had, with the approval of the Organisation
Department of the Central Committee of the CPC, experimented with the direct election of
the head of a CPC organ in a village by all CPC members in that village178. Thereafter,
election reform of CPC organs in villages has been tested in different localities in China. In
2000, the Central Committee of the CPC actively promoted the reform of the selection and
appointment system of members of CPC organs in villages179. Reform has picked up pace
since then and three different models have appeared. The first is called “two
recommendations and one election”, meaning recommendation by both the masses and
CPC members in a village and then election by all CPC members180. The second is called
“two votes system”, meaning that it will be up to the masses to cast a vote of confidence,
and then all CPC members will formally cast their votes. The purpose of the “two votes
system” is to win the support of villagers for a village CPC organ181. The third is called “direct
election after public recommendation”, meaning that the CPC members and the masses will
openly pre-elect candidates for the head of a village CPC organ and then an election will be
held182. The essence of all three models is that the election of a village CPC organ is no
longer regarded as an internal matter within the CPC. Instead, members of a village CPC
organ need to get the support of not only the CPC members of that village but also the
majority of the villagers (who are non-CPC members). Though the election will ultimately be
held among CPC members, villagers who are non-CPC members and constitute the majority
of residents in the village will almost determine the election results183.
The third reform is of the election of township CPC Committees as well as of township and
county CPC Committees themselves. The township CPC Committee election reform has
mainly been about the direct election of the head of a township CPC Committee. Since Mu
Lan Town in Xin Du District of Chengdu City, Sichuan Province had the head of its township
CPC Committee directly elected through “direct election after public recommendation” on 7
December 2003184, some local CPC Committees in other provinces have also started or are
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going to start similar election reform185. The focus of township and/or county CPC Committee
reform has been on whether or not to retain the standing committees of township and/or
county CPC Committees. Luotian County in Hubei Province abolished in 2005 the standing
committee of its county CPC Committee with a history of 47 years, and its functions have
been assumed by the CPC Committee elected by all deputies to the county CPC congress186.
It has been commented that after the reform, the actual source of power of the CPC organ at
county level has changed fundamentally from CPC Committee at the next level above to the
deputies to the county CPC congress187.
It should be noted that the last two reforms are inconsistent with the relevant provisions of
the Charter of the CPC. Despite that, all three kinds of experimental reforms within the CPC
have the endorsement of the Organisation Department of the Central Committee of the CPC.
This demonstrates that the top level officials within the CPC take the position that it is
necessary to have electoral reform within the CPC. What is then the objective of such reform?
The answer can be seen in a speech delivered by the Secretary-General of the Central
Committee of the CPC, Hu Jin-tao, in April 2005. He points out in his speech that “it is
necessary to insist on and promote democracy within the CPC and to rely on the masses.
Democracy within the CPC is the life of the CPC . . .”188. That is to say, the existence of
democracy within the CPC is regarded as an issue relating to the future and survival of the
CPC. One essential element of democracy within the CPC is the democratic election system.
The White Paper has made positive comments on the experimental reforms with regard to
the CPC congresses, local CPC Committees, and election systems within the CPC, and
states that the difference between the number of candidates for deputies to CPC congresses
and the number of deputies should be increased appropriately, and that the scope for direct
election of officials of grassroots CPC organs should gradually be expanded189. Meanwhile,
the White Paper has also noted that “it is an important content of democratic governance of
the CPC to rely on the development of democracy within the CPC to promote people’s
democracy”190. It is therefore quite clear that the objective of election reform within the CPC
is to gradually expand democracy within the CPC, including the democratisation of elections.

6.

Analysis of Election Problems and the Future of China’s Electoral System

It can be seen from the previous discussion of the three kinds of electoral systems in China
that all of them are under reform and there are many questions worthy of further in-depth
study.
Many Chinese and foreign scholars have undertaken in-depth research of various issues
relating to the Chinese electoral system, especially the design of election rules and
processes. In this part of the paper, based on the above discussion of the three electoral
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systems, the author will further discuss three questions on which either not much in-depth
research has been undertaken or the author holds some different views.
6.1

CPC Organs, Administrative Organs and Election

Among all the electoral system issues, the relationship between the CPC organs and
administrative organs, and the role of the CPC in elections are both important and sensitive
issues. One can see from above discussion of the three electoral systems that these two
issues have appeared in all three electoral systems, and more prominently in village election
and governmental officials’ election.
6.1.1

CPC Organs and Administrative Organs

From a macro perspective, the relationship between CPC organs and administrative organs
is what we usually call the relationship between the CPC and government. At the lowest
level, i.e. the village level, it is about the relationship between the secretary of a village CPC
organisation and the head of a village residents’ committee. Strictly speaking, this is not an
election law issue, but one more appropriate for constitutional law and political science.
Given that village elections are provided for by the 1998 Organic Law, which contains
provisions on the relationship between a rural CPC organ and a village residents’ committee,
and that this issue has a direct bearing on the election and operation of a village residents’
committee, it is necessary to further elaborate on this issue.
The practice in Guangdong Province is to encourage CPC members to participate in the
election of a village head. If the elected village head is a CPC member, he can be appointed
secretary of the village CPC organisation so as to avoid potential conflict between a village
CPC head and village head. In Qingxin County, the author found that in one village, the
newly elected village head is not a CPC member while the candidate favoured by the
township government, who is a CPC member, lost the election. The X Town CPC Committee
decided to send one CPC member from X Town CPC Committee to that village. After X Town
CPC officials talked to 68 CPC members in that village, the CPC member sent from X Town
CPC committee was successfully elected as secretary of the village CPC organisation.
This is a method to avoid potential conflict, but not one to resolve a conflict. Due to the fact
that the new secretary was sent to the village by the town CPC Committee, the election by
the CPC members in that village was only symbolic and would give outsiders the impression
that there was no democracy within the CPC. This method is, however, consistent with the
CPC’s policy on the relationship between the CPC and government. In comparison with the
situation in the late 1980s, what is different now is that the CPC no longer emphasises the
need to separate the CPC from the government. Instead, the CPC has emphasised the need
to strengthen the leadership of the CPC at all levels of government. What has actually been
done is to arrange for the secretary of the CPC Committee to hold the position of chairman
of the standing committee of the people’s congress at the same level. In so doing, it is
expected that the CPC can strengthen its leadership over governmental organs.
What should be done if a village head and village CPC head are two different persons and
conflict does arise between the two? One newly elected village head in Qingxin County was
of the view that advice should be sought from the X Township CPC Committee and
government. That view indicates the newly elected village head does not have a good
understanding of his statutory authorities and obligations. Nor does he know much about
what should be the relationship between him and the village CPC head. This is a common
problem existing in rural areas in China. In the author’s investigation in Y Town in Dongguan
City, one governmental official expressed the view that the secretary of the CPC organisation
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should have the final say if there is a conflict between him and the village head. But he
added that if the conflict was really irreconcilable and the village head refused to listen to the
secretary of the CPC organisation, what should be done was to remove the secretary of the
CPC organisation and that was the usual practice in Dongguan. This is because a village
head can only be removed from his position through normal legal procedure, i.e. removal
procedure, which is complex and difficult. But removal of a secretary of a village CPC
organisation only needs a decision within the CPC organ through an internal procedure,
which is much simpler and easier.
The author is of the view that careful attention should be paid to the relationship between a
village CPC organisation and the village head, especially if there is a conflict between them.
The CPC as the ruling political party in China should nominate a capable CPC member to
compete for village headship and this CPC member should be appointed village CPC head if
he is successfully elected as village head. Even if he is not so appointed, it does not really
matter, because as a CPC member, he should listen to the secretary of the CPC
organisation. But if that CPC member loses in the village election and a non CPC member is
elected as village head, the best solution for the CPC is to persuade that person to join the
CPC. If he/she does, any potential conflict between the two can be avoided. In one village of
X Town in Qingxin County, the newly elected village head was not a CPC member but was
persuaded to join the CPC. He has also expressed his interest in becoming a CPC member.
But when an elected village head is neither a CPC member nor interested in joining the CPC,
the CPC should expressly recognise and respect the authority of the village head and
residents’ committee, and should not interfere with the latter’s exercise of its lawful authority.
That is the basic requirement of rule of law. Hence, the best solution is to ensure that the
authorities of a village head should not be subject to any restrictions from a village CPC
head. The CPC should require its village organ to exercise self-restraint by not interfering
with the exercise of authority by village residents’ committee.
The same reasoning applies to the relationship between the CPC and governments at
township and county levels. The only difference is that at township and county levels, the
relationship is between the CPC Committees on the one side and governmental organs
within the constitutional structure on the other. So if the relationship is not handled properly,
the ruling position of the CPC may be directly affected. In fact, the CPC wishes to strengthen
its control of the people’s congresses so as to achieve the objective of having control of
other governmental organs through people’s congresses. There is no problem with this
approach in theory, because in any country adopting a parliamentary system, the ruling party
is in control of the parliament and all governmental organs. The real issue is how the CPC
controls people’s congresses. The author’s view is that the CPC should try to control
people’s congresses through means which are lawful and constitutional. Specifically
speaking, it should do so through its members within people’s congresses, rather than any
other means outside the constitutional structure.
6.1.2

The Role of CPC Organs in Elections

It is not difficult to see from the discussion of the three kinds of electoral systems above that
the CPC organs are in fact in control of all three kinds of electoral systems, from setting
down conditions for candidates to the operation of the whole election process. That means
the reform of China’s electoral systems and their future entirely depend on the CPC’s
intention to reform and its decision on reform. But the decision of the CPC cannot depart
completely from the wishes of the public. That is possibly why the CPC has already started
to practice democracy within its organs. The CPC must have realised that it is almost certain
that China will develop democracy. The only issue is when it will do so. Hence, the author is
optimistic about the future of democratic development in China.
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Under present circumstances, as far as the role of the CPC organs in elections is concerned,
the author is of the view that reform should be undertaken in the following aspects. Firstly,
the CPC as the ruling political party is in control of people’s congresses at all levels. It should
therefore be able to play a significant role in the enactment of formative rules on elections.
Specifically, the CPC’s control of the people’s congresses actually means it controls to a
certain extent the progress of democratic development in China. But in the long run, it is
impossible for the CPC to prevent the development of democracy. Hence, it is better for the
CPC to listen to the wishes of the people and enact a set of rules on elections which are fair
and just and in compliance with the principle of democracy. As far as existing election rules
are concerned, those for village elections are acceptable. But those for election of deputies
to people’s congresses and of officials to governmental organs still have a lot of room for
further improvement. Secondly, in every aspect of the operation of the electoral systems, the
CPC organs have in fact control of the election committees and the presidiums of the
people’s congresses, which ensure the CPC’s control of the nomination and determination of
formal candidates. The electoral system is, however, part of a country’s constitutional system.
Once election rules are laid down, the operation of the electoral system, as part of the
constitutional system, should not be under the control of the CPC. Instead, it should be
operated by an organ which is independent of the CPC and all other political parties so as to
ensure the operation is fair and just. That is also the common practice in most countries in
the world and one of the key factors which can ensure the electoral system to operate
lawfully. If the CPC decides to give up its control of the operation of electoral system, it will
be a short step to genuine democratic elections in China. Hence, the CPC organs should
take the initiative to maintain a distance from election organisers. Thirdly, the CPC should
make a good effort in putting forward its best candidates in elections and make full use of the
CPC organisation network and its advantages to help those candidates it has nominated to
be successfully elected, rather than using any means to impose pressure on or exclude
other candidates standing for election to achieve its objective.
6.2

Village Elections, Governmental Officials’ Elections, and People’s Congresses’
Elections

Many scholars are of the view that direct election of a village residents’ committee would
promote democratic progress in China, including direct election of a township head191. The
author feels there is a necessity to examine the interaction among the three kinds of electoral
systems in China, which will contribute to the discussion and analysis of the future of
electoral system reform in China.
As far as the relationship between village election and governmental officials’ election is
concerned, the experience of village elections will no doubt enhance the experience of voters
in other elections and also the voters’ appreciation of their rights. From this aspect, the
election experience of village residents’ committees will be beneficial to the election of
officials to governmental organs. It will assist especially the election of officials to grassroots
governmental organs. As for the influence and impact of village election experience upon
election of officials to governmental organs, the author is not as optimistic as some other
scholars for the following reasons. Firstly, a village residents’ committee is in nature
completely different from a governmental organ such as a township government because
their nature, functions and resources are all different. They are not really comparable.
Secondly, though the CPC is very determined to introduce democratic election of village
residents’ committees, it is not so determined with regard to democratic election of
government officials such as township heads. This is because democratic election of
government officials may conflict with the principle that the CPC shall be responsible for the
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administration of officials and the ruling position of the CPC. Thirdly, the adoption of direct
democratic election of government officials will change one fundamental characteristic of the
people’s congress system. This is because it is provided by both the Constitution and other
laws that officials to governmental organs will be elected by the people’s congress at the
same level, rather than by voters directly. From the perspective of constitutionalism, this is
directly related to whether China will adopt a parliamentary system or a presidential system.
The author has not seen any signs that China will soon adopt a presidential system. If this
judgment is correct, then any measure to expand direct election of officials to governmental
organs will increase its conflict with the fundamental system established by the Constitution,
i.e. the people’s congress system, which is in nature a parliamentary system. Hence such
measures will not be beneficial to the genuine implementation of a parliamentary system in
China. Finally, and probably most importantly, the electoral system of officials to
governmental organs may also be related to the principle that the CPC shall be responsible
for the administration of officials. Hence, the influence of village elections upon the electoral
system for officials to governmental organs will be very limited and there won’t be much
interaction between the two kinds of electoral systems.
As far as the relationship between the village electoral system and the grassroots people’s
congress electoral system is concerned, though a village residents’ committee is in nature
completely different from a grassroots people’s congress, they do have one essential thing in
common, i.e., both of them are directly elected by voters. Hence, the direct election
experience of village residents’ committees will no doubt be of direct help to and have an
exemplary effect on direct election of people’s congresses at township and county levels. We
know from the discussion in Part three that the CPC has not expressed any clear decision
about the future direction of reform of the people’s congress electoral system. It still gets
involved in and influences people’s congress elections. This policy approach is quite different
from the CPC’s determination to introduce direct election of village residents’ committees,
and may very likely affect the degree of democracy in the election of grassroots people’s
congresses. However, given that direct election of grassroots people’s congresses won’t
have a fundamental impact upon the ruling position of the CPC, the author is still optimistic
to a certain extent about genuine democratic, direct election at township level. The
implementation of genuine democratic, direct election of people’s congresses at
district/county level is a bit more complex. This is mainly because according to the principle
that the CPC shall be responsible for the administration of officials, the chairmen and
members of the standing committee of a district/county people’s congress shall be decided
by the relevant CPC Committee. But the pre-condition for those persons to become
chairmen or members of the standing committee is that they must be deputies to the
people’s congress. In order to ensure that these people can be elected to the people’s
congress, the CPC Committee may use its influence. Hence, the village electoral system
and grassroots people’s congress electoral system may interact with and mutually influence
each other.
As for the relationship between the electoral system of a grassroots people’s congress and
the electoral system of officials to governmental organs, due to the fact that officials to
grassroots governmental organs are elected by the deputies elected through the electoral
system for grassroots people’s congresses, it is fair to say that there should exist a very
close relationship between these two kinds of electoral systems. To a certain extent, the
degree of democracy of the electoral system for grassroots people’s congresses will
influence and affect the degree of democracy of the electoral system for officials to
governmental organs. But it may not necessarily be so primarily because the selection of
officials at county level and above is decided by the organisation departments of the relevant
CPC Committees.
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6.3

The Future of China’s Electoral System

Firstly, the author would like to discuss the future of democratic direct elections in China. Are
the conditions in China in theory ready for direct election? Professor Xu Chong-de, a leading
constitutional scholar in China, is of the view that it is not yet appropriate to have direct
election at all levels in China. The reasons are: under current social circumstances, there are
still a lot of Chinese who lack election experience and/or are illiterate. Such practical
conditions have determined that if one unwisely adopted an electoral system which is perfect
in form but does not work in practice in China, i.e. direct election, it would not only increase
the difficulty of elections, but also restrict the rights of many people in practice. The aim of
the Election Law should be to achieve democracy in substance rather than democracy in
formality 192. This is the view adopted by the CPC in the early years when it came into power.
At present, there are still some scholars in China supporting this approach. Though this
approach is still authoritative, it is certainly not the common understanding of all
constitutional scholars in China. In fact, quite a few young scholars do not hold this view.
In an article entitled “Investigation of Citizens’ Intellectual Quality and Election Reform”193,
Professor Cai Ding-jian conducted field study in twenty locations in China to explore whether
direct election could be further expanded and whether the degree of democracy in election
could be further enhanced. His conclusion is affirmative; he has concluded that it is wrong to
say that China lags behind in economic and cultural development, or that Chinese people’s
intellectual quality is too low to have democracy. Many Chinese and foreign scholars have
conducted in-depth research on the relationship between economic development and
democracy, as well as the relationship between the intellectual quality of people and
democratic progress in a country, and have come to the conclusion that there does not exist
a causal relationship between the two194. The author’s investigation in Guangdong has also
proven that there does not necessarily exist a causal relationship between economic
development and the degree of democracy of election. Elections in places where the
economy is less developed may well be more democratic, which is certainly the case for the
two places the author visited during field study. But whether China is ready for direct election
depends not only on the people, but also on whether or not the CPC is willing and ready for
direct election. From the above discussion on the electoral systems of people’s congresses
and officials of governmental organs, it is not difficult to see that the CPC is not ready yet for
direct election. Hence, under such circumstances, it is unrealistic to talk about expansion of
direct election to a higher level or all levels.
In practice, democratic direct election of village residents’ committees has already been
clearly stipulated by legislation. Direct election of people’s congresses at township and
county levels is also provided for by legislation. The issue is whether direct election should
be further expanded to municipal, provincial, or even national people’s congresses? The
author’s view is that under current circumstances, the scope of direct election should not be
further expanded, primarily because the election of grassroots people’s congresses is still
problematic. The most important problems are that the election does not really reflect the
choice of voters and that the election organisers still interfere with and influence the election
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significantly. It is fair to say that basically direct elections of township and county people’s
governments are still confirmative elections under the control of the CPC Committees. They
are not democratic election in the true sense. Under such circumstances, expansion of the
scope of direct election will only increase people’s indifference towards the electoral system,
and will not achieve the objective of promoting democratic elections at all. Only when direct
election at township and county levels becomes truly democratic, and beneficial to the
development of democratic system, will it be time for expansion of the scope of direct
election. Hence the reform of the electoral system should start from grassroots people’s
congresses, rather than expanding direct election to higher levels of people’s congresses.
How big is the chance for democratic election of officials to governmental organs? From the
discussion in Part four above, we know that some township governments have already
started experimental reforms in direct election of their township heads. The problem with the
direct election of a township head is that such an election is in violation of existing legislation.
Hence, some scholars are of the view that such an election is unlawful and even
unconstitutional. But there are also scholars who hold the view that such experimental
reforms have their merits. For example, Professor Mao Shou-long, a distinguished political
science scholar from Renmin University, has expressed the view that we should give enough
room to local governments to experiment with various reforms rather than focus too much on
the unconstitutionality of such reform. In China, “benign violation of the Constitution” still has
a big market, and it has been the normal practice to experiment with something first, and if it
proves to be good and successful, laws will then be amended. The current situation is that
some local CPC Committees have obviously experimented with various bold reforms. Only
in very exceptional cases where very often the bottom line of the Central Committee of the
CPC or a sensitive area has been touched, would the Central Committee of the CPC call off
the reform. Hence, in fact the Central Committee of the CPC has given implied consent to
experimental reform of grassroots people’s congress elections and wishes to find a feasible
reform proposal which is not only appropriate to China’s special circumstances but also
consistent with democratic progress.
But unconstitutionality of direct election of a township head is only one aspect of the problem.
Another more important legal issue is, once people accept direct election of a township head
as appropriate, it directly denies the authority of the people’s congress to elect officials to the
governmental organs at the same level. Once voters have directly elected a township head,
the town people’s congress would only be able to exercise its authority to approve the result
of the election. Otherwise, its decision would be in conflict with democratic election. But if the
people’s congress just simply approves the result of direct election, it would become a
rubber stamp. That means direct election of a township head would deny one important
authority and obligation of the people’s congress, i.e. to elect officials to the governmental
organs at the same level.
There are two solutions to this difficult question. One is to abolish grassroots people’s
congresses for the reason that they do not really have many functions to perform195. The
people’s congress in X Town in Qingxin County, Guangdong Province only holds one
meeting every year. Under such circumstances, it might be better to abolish grassroots
people’s congresses. This not only achieves the objective of simplifying grassroots
government, but also avoids any potential conflict between a state power organ at
grassroots level (township people’s congress) and a democratically elected township head.
The second solution is for a township people’s congress to directly organise the township
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people’s government or to let the township people’s congress perform the function of a
township people’s government. Then direct election of township heads can be abolished.
Which solution is then more preferable? In order to answer this question, one should
consider it from two perspectives: constitutional and practical. From constitutional
perspective, China has adopted a people’s congress system. Chinese scholars’ common
understanding is that the Chinese constitutional system is in nature a parliamentary system
and one fundamental characteristic of a parliamentary system is that parliament will establish
the government. If this principle is followed, then the second choice is more in compliance
with the requirement of Chinese constitutional system.
From the perspective of reality, the grassroots people’s congress has never truly exercised
its constitutional authority. This is because after the establishment of the PRC, candidates for
officials to a township government have basically been decided by the CPC Committee at
the same level, who will then be submitted to the township people’s congress for
confirmation. Though in recent years, some local governments have started their
experimental reform of township head or deputy head elections, in the greater part of China,
the election of township heads still follows traditional practice. Even in Guangdong Province
where the economy is more developed than many other provinces, the traditional method is
still used to elect township heads. Some pioneers in township head election reform have
even gone back to using the traditional method of election. The reason for doing so is very
likely to be constitutional considerations; a township government is already one level of
government within the constitutional structure. The Central Committee of the CPC is bound
to consider the possibility that any reform at township level might affect election at higher
levels, and even the central people’s government. So the CPC must be more cautious in
dealing with the township head election reform. Hence from the perspective of reality, the
author also believes the second solution is more preferable.
Moreover, the adoption of the second solution does not necessarily mean denying the right
of citizens to have direct elections; people’s right to direct election is realised through the
election of deputies to a township people’s congress rather than direct election of a township
head. This is determined by China’s constitutional system. The reason why people in China
do not pay much attention to the election of the people’s congresses is because people’s
congresses at different levels have not truly exercised their constitutional authorities. But that
is not an inherent problem of a parliamentary system. Rather, it is because the people’s
congress system has not been truly implemented in practice.
The next issue is the future of China’s electoral system. It can be seen from the discussion in
Part two that the author is very optimistic about the future of village electoral system. What
then will be the future of the other two electoral systems?
After analysing the history and current circumstance of China’s electoral system, Cai Dingjian has made the following observation:
“Though socialist democracy is progressive from an historical perspective,
people still have great expectations for further development of democracy.
Different views exist on the development of democracy and there exists
disharmony between development of democratic election and the traditional
method of “the administration of officials by the CPC”. The development of
democratic election is in a dilemma. On the one hand, legal conscience and
demand is getting stronger for doing things according to legal and democratic
procedures, ensuring that election will reflect the will of the voters, having
democratic election and doing things according to law. On the other hand, the
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requirement is also crystal clear that election must be conducted according to
the will of the CPC Committees for the purpose of ensuring the realisation of
the intention of the leaders and the CPC Committees, and ensuring that the
CPC Committees are in control of election results. The existence of these two
different demands has made it more and more difficult to organise elections,
and the development of election practice is far from meeting the expectation
of the citizens.”196
This comment has pointed out the key factor affecting the future of China’s electoral system,
i.e., the influence of the CPC upon the electoral system. In the past 30 odd years, China’s
economic reform has been spearheaded by the CPC and has achieved remarkable results.
The electoral reform of village residents’ committees has also been under the support and
promotion of the CPC. After more than ten years of development, the village electoral
system is developing in a healthy direction. Hence, the author believes that the future of the
other two electoral systems is also determined by the decision of the CPC to undertake
reform. Since people’s congresses are organs of state power in China, the CPC is bound to
deal with the reform of their electoral system more carefully and cautiously. Since each level
of people’s government is the organ in actual control and exercise of power, the CPC will
also handle its reform very cautiously. The principle that the CPC shall be responsible for the
administration of officials is not only applicable to all officials at county level or above, but
also applies to the selection and appointment of members of standing committees of a
county people’s congress. Hence, the author is of the view that the reform of these two
electoral systems shall happen concurrently, and their progress is mainly determined by the
intention and decision of the CPC to reform.
Strengthening the leadership of the CPC, as has been emphasised by the 4th Plenum of the
16th National Assembly of the CPC, is also likely to be interpreted to mean strengthening the
CPC’s leadership over the election process. At present, the principle that the CPC shall be
responsible for the administration of officials indeed emphasises the control of election
results. On the other hand, the 4th Plenum of the 16th National Assembly of the CPC has also
emphasised the establishment of democratic systems and has viewed it as something
relevant to the survival of the CPC. The author’s interpretation of the Decision is that the
CPC has realised the necessity to reform various existing systems, including the electoral
system. The author also agrees to the view raised by some scholars that China is ready to
undertake reform of its political system. The issue is how to undertake the reform. As far as
the election reform of people’s congresses and officials to governmental organs is concerned,
the principle that the CPC shall be responsible for the administration of officials will not
constitute an obstacle to the development of democratic election so long as appropriate
amendments are made to the Regulations by limiting its application to officials nominated by
the CPC rather than all officials. The more important thing is that the CPC should realise that
amendment to the principle that the CPC shall be responsible for the administration of
officials will not necessarily have a negative impact on the ruling status and capacity of the
CPC. Instead, it is quite possible that the reform might enhance the reputation of the CPC
among voters, which will in turn contribute to the strengthening of the ruling position and
capacity of the CPC. Hence, the author is cautiously optimistic about the future of the reform
of electoral systems of both people’s congresses and officials of governmental organs.
As to the reform of the electoral system within the CPC and the development of political
democracy in China, some Western media have expressed the view that the publication of
the White Paper demonstrates that hopes for political reform in China have suffered a
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setback197. The author holds a different interpretation of the White Paper. It is clear from the
discussion in Part five that the White Paper has confirmed democratic election of village
residents’ committees though not giving any policy guidelines on election reforms of people’s
congresses and governmental officials. The White Paper has three chapters relevant to the
CPC. On the one hand, the White Paper insists on the leadership of the CPC, on the other, it
has made clear the necessity to develop democracy within the CPC and states that
democracy within the CPC should be relied on to promote people’s democracy. The author
holds the view that when the CPC really achieves full democracy within itself, the inherent
nature of democracy determines that the CPC will naturally develop people’s democracy.
Hence, the author’s interpretation of the White Paper is that it has simply re-stated the
relevant constitutional provisions as well as existing policies of the CPC on various issues,
including the three electoral systems. But the White Paper has summarised and confirmed
the experiences coming out of the experimental reforms the CPC has undertaken with
regard to the electoral system within the CPC, and pointed out the direction for future
development. It shows that the CPC has made a policy decision through the White Paper to
give priority to the development of democracy within the CPC with the expectation that
democracy within the CPC will lead naturally to the development of people’s democracy,
including the reform and development of the three electoral systems.
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